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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to examine evidence relative to the belief that caring 

is central to effective leadership in educational administration. 

The study onginated fiom a personal validation of caring human relationships 

king at the heart of education. Xnauential experiences and review of literature led to the 

development of areas to explore this belief with other practising school a-ators. It 

is the caring for another human king - a genuine, ethical connection -- that is examined 

in this study. 

Research was conducted by interviewkg a random sample of ten principals with a 

focus on their beliefs as to caring ways, effective leadership qualities and barriers to caring 

as a school administrator. The selection process was stratitied to create a sample with a 

balance of d e  and femaie administrators in elementary and secondary schools. 

Participants identined and exemplifed caring ways in the development of hurnan 

relationships with staff, students and parents. They generally ranked caring as a high 

pnority as a leadership quality, reporting it to be foundational to administration in 

education Individual personality style was considered to be a decisive factor in ways that 

caring connections are made in the school community, although there was agreement that 

gender would not be without influence. Eleven organizationai or societal barriers to 

caring were identined, with the most common one king uncaring or marginal teachers. 

Limitations and implications are identitied in conclusion focussing on the validation 

of caring as a leadership quality and the motivation of current and fbture educators to 

realize the central aspect of caring as they relate to the children and adults in their school 

enviro ment  S. 
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CARING AS A CENTRAL ASPECT 

OF ADMINISTRATION IN EDUCATION 

CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 

A Persona1 Perspective 

"Our greatest contribution is to be sure there is a teacher in every classroom who 

cares that every student, every day, learns and grows and feels like a real human being." 

This quotation, as stated on Lisette De Mimes' painting commissioned by Selection 

Research Inc.? captures the essence of the research that 1 conducted in terms of 

educational leadership. 1 believe it could be stated that, in t u ,  an educational leader's 

greatest contribution is to be certain that every staff member knows that every day, their 

administrator cares that they learn and grow and feel like real hurnan beings. The purpose 

of my thesis is to examine evidence relative to my belief that caring is central to effective 

leadership in educational administration. 

It is my hope that this research will have a significant impact on current and future 

educators. If educators read my thesis and are influenced to take the time to care for the 

human beings with whom they are in contact, then 1 shall feel a valued contribution has 

been made. It is our students who will thrive in a school cornrnunity that helps each 

hurnan being to become a better hurnan being. If, along my journey in life, 1 c m  touch 

someone who will help to create this thriving environment where genuine caring abounds, 

my smdy will have positively influenced educational practice and thought. 

1 believe that caring is foundational to d l  human relationships. I relate this basic 

belief to educational administration in proposing that educational leaders are most 

effective when they value the establishment of schools as caring communities of students, 



staff and parents. Creating a caring atmosphere is only one of many tasks of educational 

administrators, but it rates as a hi& priority -- one that is central to other aspects of 

school administration. 1 believe caring is a quality that is related to individual value 

systems and personality styles. 1 do not believe it is gender specific. My research 

involved interviewing school administrators with a focus on their beliefs as to effective 

leadership qualities and their views as to the central aspects of caring. 

The purpose of this study was to learn if current administrative supp0L-t to 

legitimize my beliefs does or does not exist. If evidence based on onginai input fkom 

practising administrators supported my views and my findings fiom a review of current 

literature, 1 would be willing to share this work with others in the educational field, 

encouraging them in a caring direction as they relate to other hurnan beings in education. 

Empirical evidence of the views of ten current school principals was gathered with 

reference to: (a) sharing administrative caring relationships in school communities of 

staff, students and parents (b) ranking the importance of caring in a school 

administrative position; (c) examining caring as related to gender and individual 

personality style; (d) identieing organizational or societal barriers to caring in an 

administrative position. Data gathered through the interview process were analyzed and 

interpreted, focussing on these four identified areas. Resulting generalizations were 

linked as appropriate to highlights of a review of the literature in this field, leading to 

conclusive limitations and implications of this research. 

My beliefs are based on personal and professional expenences in education. 

During twenty-seven years as a classroom teacher and five years as an elementary school 

administrator, 1 have experienced and observed the effects of caring hurnan relationships 



basic to successful educationai experiences. Teachers who value students as individual 

human beings and take the tirne to care about each one as a person set the atmosphere for 

effective education. An analogy can be made in that school administrators who value 

their staff in this sarne marner lead the way to create this caring climate throughout their 

school comrnunity, for it is understood that each human being is vaiued. 1 feel strongly 

about the value of caring and 1 wished to examine others' beliefs and experiences relative 

to the importance of this characteristic in educators. It is not enough to care, but care 

does lay the foundation for an effective educational environment. It is not enough to Say 

we care; we must live our caring ways. Others must be able to believe in us, knowing 

that we work together with teachers, parents and students in an open fashion, modelling 

honesty and integrity. 

Caring has been a quality that 1 have always believed to be rnost important in 

teaching. An essential act in a caring educational mode1 is developing a foundational 

rapport of mutual trust and respect. As an elementary teacher I remember the most 

rewarding moments in teaching resulting fiom the bond that exists between teacher and 

child; rewards like: 

sharing the pride of a child who has just learned to tie his shoelaces 

seeing a child who cm barely pnnt his name in September print stories three 
pages long in June 

seeing an abused child blossom in a foster home and in school as his strangling 
and punching behaviours change to smiles and excitement about sconng soccer 
goals at recess 

accepting a child's gift of a bouquet of weeds, the loveliest one tied with a 
muddied red hair ribbon found on the playground 



having an out-of-province high school student ask his mother to deliver to you his 
graduation photo as he enters law school, still retaining fond memories of you as 
his grade three teacher who cared when his father was killed that surnmer. 

As an elementary adrninistrator, I continue to see caring as central in relating to staff. 

students, parents, community members and colleagues. Similarly, rewarding 

moments in educational administration result fiom the caring relationships; rewards 

like: 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

seeing a hurting grade six 'bully' blossom into a responsible school safety 
patrol 

accepting a well-erased thank you note fiom a six-year old for finding his 
treasured toy 

having a teacher realize she has grown in her leadership role -- and to have her 
identifq. you as her mentor 

recognizing collegial staffs and their cornmon caring traits as evidenced by 
mutual respect s h o w  in theû relationships with children, with parents and 
with each other. 

having these collegial staffs recognize you for 'living' care through gentle 
wisdom, kind words, sharing and caring as an administrator and a fiend 

having parents recognize you as a "leader who serves." 

Influential Expenences 

Caring human relationships continue to affect us regardless of our stage or 

position in life. A tremendous impact was made on me by a caring expenence during my 

recent role as a university student. What I have always valued as the roots of education 

was validated in a class where every student was made to feel that the instructor cared 

about them. He took the time to know each person and to 'walk the talk' about his 

philosophy of the purpose of education being to lead each person to be a better human 



being. Through brief, but rneaningfd, contacts wit i  students in class, during breaks and 

before or after class, this person made us feel that he genuinely cared about each one of us 

as human beings. Experiencing the genuine feeling that others t d y  care about you as a 

person made learning a joy. 

A principal who has been most influentid was one who took the time to care and 

play a mentorship role in my life as he planted the seed of administrative directions. He 

was one who encouraged his staff to put themselves frrst, for he believed that it is only 

when we take care of ourselves that we will be able to effectiveiy care for others. This 

was an effective educational leader who had strong convictions and was forceful, but fair 

and consistent, in dealing with people. 

An analogy that remains with me is one shared by a female leader as 1 explored 

administrative pathways in my educational career. She commented that the best way she 

could describe this administrative route was to consider your staff as you have considered 

your students in your role as a teacher. Just as our students grow in a classroom 

environment in which they feel that their teacher values them, staff members grow in 

school environments in which their administrators care about them as people. This 

analogy holds true at al1 levels. Superintendents who care about their assistants, support 

staff and educators are most effective in their leadership roles. 

In exploring various ways of defining care and caring relationships, I have 

examined roles that educational leaders can play in creating effective school 

environments. 1 shall provide educational justification for taking the time to care and 

relate caring to accountability, trust in the school community and moral education. 



The link between leadership styles and effective schools is examined. In my 

review of literature with a focus on caring in education fkom a historicai perspective. 1 

have been led to examine the effect of an increased number of females in educational 

administration upon societal attitudes and valued leadership traits. 1 question whether the 

increased number of women entering the field of administration has affected the 

validation of caring as an effective leadership trait. 1 do not accept the universality of 

women being caring human beings nor do 1 accept the universality of men being effective 

leaders. I view quality Leadership being related to individual personality styles and 

values. 

Caring has not traditionally been recognized as a leadership quality. It is time to 

recognize the central aspect of this trait, acknowledging that it is possible and desirable 

for effective leaders, regardless of gender, to incorporate caring in the world of education. 

Several studies have validated my beliefs about the effectiveness of ca.ring 

educational leaders. Reiated educationai literature points to evidence of the positive 

influence that this non-traditional leadership trait can have on hurnan relationships in 

establishing caring school comrnunities. 



C W T E R  TWO 

REVIE W OF LITERATURE 

Working Defuiition of Caring 

Caring, according to Webster, cm be defined as having or showing regard, 

interest or concern with respect to some person, thing or event. This generai definition 

would seem sufficient initiaily, but upon examination of this cornplex, multifaceted 

concept of caring, questions arose as to its application to educational administration. Do 1 

mean caring for sorneone? Do I mean caring about something? C m  caring be superficial? 

There became an obvious need to review related literature and develop a clear working 

defmition of caring for the purpose of this research. 

Ne1 Noddings, a professor of child education at Stanford University, refers to 

caring as "a particular kind of relation between two people -- a carer and a cared-for" 

(Noddings, 1993, p. 1). She reminds us that caring relationships may occur in a brief 

episode or may be extended over t h e .  Caring relationships may be mutual in that the 

members change positions regularly. However, sorne caring relationships such as adult- 

child, teacher-student and physician-patient, are unequal in that the first member has 

almost exclusive responsibility as carer. It is important to remember that even in these 

unequal relationships, mutuality exists in that the recipient of care contributes something 

of great value if the relation c m  be properly defmed as caring. It is the response to the 

efforts of the carer that completes the relationship. Noddings considers two fundamentai 

charactenstics we exhibit as carers. First, in a receptive mode, we attend nonselectively 

to the cared-for, engrossed in the other's plans, pains, and hopes, not our own. The 

second characteristic is to feel our motive energy flow toward the other as we want to 

help fùrther the plan, relieve the pain or actualize the hope. Noddings acknowledges that 



it is difficult to have a more specialized meaning of caring for it is the specific response 

between two individuals that will be the caring. 

E. Diane Mate has studied the concept of caring as related to senior administrators 

in hospitai settings. She identified the meaning of caring fkom the perspective of these 

administrators as "a concern for both patients and staff and the development of 

relationships based on respect and û-ust " (1990, p. 128) . There are similarities between 

the demonstrations of caring in administrative roles in hospitais and in schools. 

Cornparisons can be made behveen the hospital administrator-nurse-patient relationship 

and the school administrator-teacher-student relationship. 

Thomas Sergiovanni considers caring as one of the four dimensions of 

professional virtue in teaching. He places emphasis on schools becoming true 

cornrnunities defined by such centres as values, sentiments and beliefs that are 

foundational to uniting people in a common cause. He refers to the work of Noddings as 

he claims that caring shifts the emphasis of teachers from professional technique to a 

concem for the whole person. "Too often, schools view students as cases to be treated 

rather than persons to be served" (Sergiovanni, 1992, p. 43) . 

Catherine Marshall, professor of educationai leadership at the University of North 

Carolina, conducted research in the area of caring as a mode1 of educational leadership in 

her study of career assistant principals in 1993. For her purposes she based her caring 

mode1 on Noddings' ethic of caing being reciprocal, natural and ethical, with emphasis 

on connection, responsibilities and relationships. 

In their studies of educational leaders, Beth Young, assistant professor in the 

Department of Educational Administration at the University of Alberta, and Donna 



Staszenski, Sharon Mchtyre and Louise Joly, Canadian administrators, exarnined the 

combination of care and justice, viewing the two as complementary , acknowledging an 

integration rather than segregation of these two virtues. They defme care as the 

"unselfish concem for another's welfare" (1993, p. 2) . Their definition of justice is the 

concern for fair treatment based on respect of rights affirming moral equality and 

autonomy of individuals. 

Although there appears to be no simple definirion of what caring is, cornmonalties 

c m  be noted arnong the works 1 have cited. What can be concluded is that caring is a 

complex concept which can change according to the situation and the individuds 

involved. It is my viewpoint that caring relationships between human beings are 

fundamental to the process of education, thus 1 believe to define this concept in a basic 

form for the purpose of this educational study, is to defke curing as a genuine, elhical 

"connection or encortarer between hvo hurnan beings -a  carer and a recipienr of care 

or cnred-for " (Noddings, 1992, p. 15) . 

The caring for another human being in the educational environment is the caring I 

examined -- the caring as it happens on a day-to-day basis between two individuals in a 

school setting. On one hand, caring can be the gentle smiles and warm acts of hurnan 

kindness generally associated with caring people. On the other hand, caring can appear 

more formal or even tough. 

Caring is not a 'how-to' handbook of ideas that can be mass-produced to give 

instructions as to how to show students, parents, colleagues, staff, and cornrnunity 

members you care. A caring educator will display a naturd tendency to relate to other 

human beings in a way that lets them know they have his or her attention. Responding in 



a way that lets another human being know you care is responding in a way that is unique 

to the specific situation. Tme caring is unconditional, but it is not a one-way process. 

Caring is not dependent upon reciprocity fiom the cared-for, but the carer c m  use 

recipient responses to monitor the effects and efforts of caring. Noddings points out that 

in education, no matter how hard teachers try to care, if caring is not received by students, 

it is valid to claim that 'they don't care.' If this is happening in our schools, it legitimizes 

any attention given to educators focusing on caring in al1 human relationships in the 

school environment. It is not enough to Say we care or to be superficial in caring about 

others. It is the genuine caring relations with others in the school comrnunity that will 

help each huma .  being to become a better human being -- is this not the purpose of 

education? 

Justification of Creating a Caring School Environment 

Accountability 

To develop this school of caring, lovable people sounds ideal; to some, it sounds 

unrealistic. Some may assume that if educators sirnply spend their time being 'mushy, 

flowery' and caing, no one is really in charge of seeing that children leam. The- ~e are 

those who will remind us to 'live in the real world'. Although they may agree that these 

views are ethically sound, they do not give credibility to this approach in leadership. 

They question accountability and quality of education. 

C m  taking the time to care be justified? Some may assume that caring is one 

more program to add to the teacher's ever-increasing workload. It is important to 

consider caring as basic to al1 the happenings in the daily life of students and educators. 

Caring is not an additional cuxriculum area to be taught. A discussion of the choices that 



are made may be interrelated to a subject area and rnay result in the development of 

values and the formation of mords. Although the concept of caring can be integrated into 

a literature circle dialogue, for example, or be featured in thematic discussions, it should 

be a part of who we are and the choices we make in relating to other human beings. 

Noddings sees caring as a quest for cornpetence in that teachers need to be continually 

monitoring their relationships with students. Teachers may need to change styies and 

methods in order to be effective in caring about what is happening with each of their 

students. 

Alfie Kohn describes the implementation of this srpe of educationai prograrn in 

which teachers were trained to promote prosociai values and behaviours with an emphasis 

placed on changes in teaching styles and classroom management, without adding new 

curriculum content. Kohn shares his observations and work with students fiom The 

Child Development Project in the San Ramon Vailey Unified School District, near San 

Francisco. He provides information about this project of the Developrnent Studies 

Center, initiated by Dyke Brown and supported by the Hewlett Foundation. 

The purpose of the study was to test the effectiveness of this prosocial prograrn 

which began in 1982. Three elementary schools of similar size and population 

participated in the research. One school was randomly chosen to receive the prograrn; the 

two other schools becarne the cornparison groups. Research focus has been placed on 

students who were in kindergarten at the time the program began, with tracking 

continuing during their school years. Their attitudes, behaviou and achievement have 

been compared with their counterparts in the control schools. 



The prograrn was foundational to al1 aspects of their school expenences and 

continued to some extent in the home. Curriculum content did not change, but the 

method of teaching did. Strategies used by the educators included intrinsic motivation, 

cooperative learning, cross-age interaction, class decision-making, parent involvement 

and c o m u n i t y  service projects. Teachers were "encouraged to develop warm 

relationships with the children, both to mode1 caring behaviour and to reduce the nurnber 

of discipline problemso' (1990, p. 173). There rernains cornmitment to the importance of 

adult socialization, in contrast to a pure child-centered approach. The teacher's role is 

recognized as such, and is combined with peer interaction to promote prosocial values 

which emphasize caring for others as well as applying principles of faimess. Teachers 

appear enthusiastic to work with their students to create an atmosphere of warrnth and 

excitement about learning which sets the tone for al1 other components of the program. 

Kohn feels that this aspect is likely to be "the most powefil  contributor to children's 

prosocial values and behaviorY7 (1990, p. 174). 

Randomly chosen students and control students proved to be similar 

demographically and socially pnor to the program. Over the course of five years, 

observers visited thirty-seven prograrn classrooms and thirty cornparison classrooms. 

The study provides evidence that the project is credited with promoting commendable 

qualities, with no sacrifice of academic achievement. Children in the prograrn 

demonstrated initiative, helpfulness, consideration, and responsibility, as well as the 

willingness to defend their position even if it seemed unlikely to prevail. They seemed to 

possess a balance of concern for self and concern for others. Kohn States that ùiis 

evidence addresses the concern of those who fear that " c a ~ g  children will be unable to 



stand up for themselves" (1990, p. 176). Teachers and parents agreed that these children 

became more assertive as well as more prosocial. Researchers assessing this project note 

the importance of the fact that this Child Development Project "has made the point that 

children can be raised to work with, care for, and help each other, and that schools can 

play a major role in that process" (1 990, p. 177). 

1s caring enough to solve ail the educational problems? If we care enough, will 

we teach al1 children to read by the end of first grade? Will the current ills of çociety be 

addressed by caring in education? If our purpose each day is the help each peeon to be 

the best they can bey we should be providing an environment that encourages academic 

and social growth. If our caring results in their being motivared to learn and to care for 

others in our world, surely we will be attaining success dong this educational journey. 

Schools must provide a d e ,  caring learning environment in which we are able to rneet 

and accept each student at his or her present individual level and plan accordingly an 

academic and social program that allows for steady growth. To foster the growth of a 

healthy teacher-student relationship, it is crucial to provide a supportive atmosphere in 

which the child feels cornfortable. A student who feels secure is more Likely to be 

motivated and challenged. To ensure reguIar measures of success, we must be honest and 

realistic in identifjmg the leamer's needs and evaluating ongoing instructional strategies. 

Caring educators will provide respect, encouragement and earned praise at each step 

along the way. School administrators must play a major role in developing this secure 

atmosphere for al1 as they support teachers, facilitate implementation of programs for 

students and staff, and provide parents with updated information. Educators face current 

demands of meeting provincial standards and new curricular documents, as well as 



differentiating instruction to ensure success for al1 leamers. Caring for each other while 

meeting new challenges forms a secure foundation on which to buiid new educational 

experiences, always keeping in rnind the best interests of the learner. 

It is true that it is not enough to care. However, it is enough to have al1 members 

of the school community caring about each other, helping each other excel, sharing 

responsibilities and conscientiously working toward cornrnon goals, based on shared 

values and beliefs about education. Educators are the professionals trusted by the school 

community to apply knowledge and experience to teach children to be the best they can 

be in al1 endeavours. Ne1 Noddings reminds us of this accountability as she states 

"because children are not adult clients, someone does have to be sure that they are not 

being treated cruelly, led astray morally, or developing more slowly than they rnight 

intellectually" (Noddings, 1993, p. 15). Teachers can be autonomous in their classrooms, 

but they still must be accountable for educating each child in their class. With a genuine, 

ethical care for the learner, educators must regard the student as a whole person and 

realistically initiate a plan for an individual process of lifelong leaming. 

It might be assumed that al1 educators believe caring in education is justified. 

However, there are some who may claim they want to just teach children the basics -- 

enough of this 'hogwash' about caring. It is realistic to recognize that, even though it 

would be ideal, not al1 staff members inherently care. This is a challenge for 

administrators, just as teachers are challenged by students who do not appear to care. It is 

a challenge well worth undertaking for the resdt will be people growing in humanistic 

directions. Thomas Sergiovanni clairns that educational leaders who are morally 

committed will motivate others intrinsically. Professionalism, which he defines as 



'competence plus virtue', will flourish. There may be less need for traditional 

leadership. "Professionals don't need anybody to check on them, to push them, to lead 

them. They are compelled fiom withidL (Brandt, 1992, p. 49). If schools become models 

of tnie cornrnunities rather than organizations, students and staff will be cornmitted to do 

their best to help the cornrnunity function successfully. Collegiality, exemplary practice 

and values will advance with a shared cornmitment to the ethic of caring. 

Mord Education 

Ne1 Noddings refers to the modelling concept in her writings which address issues 

of ethics and moral education. She identifies four components of moral education as: 

modelling, dialogue, practice and confirmation. Noddings gives priority to the fact that 

children l e m  fiom us how to interact with people. We show students how to care by 

caring for hem, not by telling them to care. 

Noddings considers genuine open-ended dialogue as a method of communication 

which "connects us to each other and helps to maintain caring relations" (Noddings, 

1993, p. 6) . Dialogue is characterized by conversations that display an attempt to 

understand and appreciate the needs of other people. When we dialogue as caring 

people, we do not begin wiîh the end in rnind. Active listening, seekuig information and 

making decisions based on people's responses are evident in effective dialogues. 

In considering practice as an element of moral education, Noddings recognizes 

that providing opportunities for students to develop caregiving skills would help develop 

appropriate attitudes. She acknowledges that in present school organizations practice in 

caring, as a method to transform schools and society, is difficult to provide. Caring or 

service done specifically for 'practice' or for credits would lead to superficial 



demonstrations of kindness. Development of caring habits and attitudes must be a part of 

daily living as we develop relationships with others in the school cornmunity. It is in this 

way that authentic practice of care will resuit in shaping society. 

Confirmation is a way to affirm and encourage the best in others. According to 

Noddings. "Confirmation Iifts us toward our vision of a better self" (Noddings, 1993, p. 

8). To confirm individuals. admirable attitudes and incidents are identified and shared in 

encouraging ways. Noddings believes îhat continuity is important in caring relationships 

for meaningful confirmation. Past history and a relation of trust are fundamental to 

identiwng appropriate acts, attitude changes and realistic motives for individual 

students. 

Noddings recommends redesigning school structures in such a way that moral 

education is promoted. She advocates that more time be aliowed for class visitations and 

professional conversation among teachers who share students. Noddings does not argue 

against what she describes as our current "relentless - and, as it tums out, hapless - 

drive for academic adequacy" (Noddings, 1995, p. 366) . She suggests instead a 

reordering of priorities so that the main purpose would be a moral education producing 

caring people. Moral education would, in fact, supply the firm foundation on which to 

build intellectual development and academic achievement. Noddings provides rationale 

for a transformation that would lead to children and adults accomplishing more in an 

atmosphere of care, in contrat to their resistance in an atmosphere of coercion. 

In describing a caring professional environment for students and educators, 

Noddhgs States that "real educational leadership should address itself to bnnging out the 

best in teachers and teacher collegiality just as we want teachers to bring out the best in 



students" (Noddings, 1993, p. 16) . She identifies a problem that appears to exist in some 

schools: "Here we seem to have students who want to be cared for and teachers who want 

to care, and yet we do not have caring relations" (Noddings, 1993, p. 14). Her suggestions 

for solving this problem can involve school leaders. She believes that in order for 

education to be a caring profession, each teacher m u t  to be allowed to be autonomous in 

classroom rnatters. They must feel it is legitimate for them to spend time on establishing 

and rnaintaining caring relationships. 

'Real educational leadership' thus described by Noddings can be compared to the 

caring leadership roles of hospital administrators demonstrated in the study conducted by 

E. Diane Mate in 1995. The comrnonalty is the importance placed on tmsting and 

respectful human relationships. Ways that hospital administrators are seen to be effective 

are ways that educational leaders can also be effective. Mate conducted personal 

interviews with six senior nurse administrators in Winnipeg to gather data about their 

understanding of the concept of caring. They demonstrated caring in their staff 

relationships, their focus on the patient, their recognition of nurses, their facilitation of the 

work of nurses, their visibility in the hospital environment, and their own modelling of 

care while interacting with the hurnan beings in their setting. Educational adrninistrators 

cm apply these sarne pnnciples to be effective leaders and can transfer these exarnples of 

carhg to their roles as educational leaders. Focusing on the child, recognizing teachers, 

being visible in the school, and being a role mode1 of care are some of the daily practices 

that c m  contribute to an effective learning environment. 

Can caring be considered as a leadership trait? Thomas Sergiovanni explores 

morality in education with a view to a leadership style that results in the transformation of 



schools into caring cornmunities of cornmitment, devotion and service. He proposes that 

administrators use an additive approach to consider psychological, bureaucratic and moral 

authority in their leadership roles. He emphasizes that moral education m u t  be viewed 

as legitimate and advises "with servant leadership as the model, moral authority should 

become the comerstone of one's overall leadership practice" (Sergiovanni, 1992, p. 139) . 

Sergiovanni describes the stewardship aspect of leadership as ernbracing al1 members of 

the school as comrnunity. mutually sharing responsibility. Parents, teachers and 

administrators share the responsibility for students. Students share the responsibility for 

the school as a learning comrnunity. "The more the school cares about students, the more 

students care about matters of schooling" (Sergiovanni, 1992, p. 139) . 

It is the caring relations between hurnan beings that are foundational for the 

growth and practice of other valued attributes. Mutual respect is an integral part of the 

reciprocal caring relationship. The establishment of this respect can pave the way for 

maximizing academic, emotional, and social growth. Life skills in the area of 

interpersonal development can be interrelated and integrated into the very souls of 

educators and others in their environment. First, educators must care enough to want to 

develop this special rapport with others in the school setting -- this is what will encourage 

others to care about each other and about learning. 

Female Perspectives Brought to 
Educational Leadership in Recent Years 

Traditional Leadership Oualities 

Sergiovanni gives credence to femaie perspectives in administration and is 

optimistic about the fact that there is growing acceptance of such leadership ideals as 



successful reiationships, affiliation, serving others, empowerment and collegiality. He 

expresses the concem that women need the fireedorn to b î  themselves as leaders. They 

must not be bent into assurning traditional male-oriented qualities in order to become an 

adrninistrator. He reminds us that "Management literature traditionally was written by 

men for ment and its values - individualism, cornpetition - define success in a 

masculine ways" (Brandt, 1992, p. 47). To the contrary he claims that "women are 

underrepresented in the principaiship but overrepresented among principals of successful 

schools'? (Brandt, 1992, p. 136). He credits this impressive record to the fact that women 

care about relationships with others, women care about teaching and leaming, and u70men 

care about community building. He encourages the development of these caring traits of 

moral commitment among maIe and femaie administrators aliks. 

Human Relationships and Education 

Ne1 Noddings agrees that the masculine experience has long been the standard in 

education because of the fact that "white men have long held most of the highly regarded 

positions in o u  sociely" (1992, p. 65). She advises changing the culture of schools to 

reflect both gender perspectives. She concludes that work traditionaily done by women 

has been devalued by men and speculates how schools and curriculum might have been 

different if the standards had been set by women. She believes that caring would be a 

central topic since "family relationships, human relationships are at the very heart of life" 

(1992, p. 67), even though with the current standards such topics are considered 

penpherai to leaming. She does not devalue current core subject areas; she sees them 



being taught more meaningfully with human relationships at the cenQe of curriculum 

areas. 

Noddings feels it is important for schools to attend to true citizenship education, 

with a focus on social issues as well as academics. Using women's standards for 

curriculum planning would result in more attention being given to characteristics of good 

citizens and ways to improve social conditions, with an emphasis on a more positive 

evaluation of what has been traditionally considered 'women's work'. Noddings rnakes it 

clear that it is not her intent to Say that female standards should replace current ones; she 

believes that resulting curriculum and instruction planning should be a blend of both male 

and female cultures. 

Non-Traditional Leadership Oualities for Al1 

Helen B. Regan is an administrator who demonstrates the incorporation of caring, 

collaboration and gentleness in her school clirnate. She believes that these charactenstics, 

though different fiom traditionally recognized administrative qualities, result in effective 

leadership. She relates feminist teaching to feminist administering, pointing out that 

"Feminist pedagogy legitirnates personal expenence as an appropriate arena of 

intellectual inquiry, and insists on a wedding of affect and intellectyy (1990, p. 561). 

Regan believes that al1 school leaders, regardless of gender, should adopt this inclusive 

mode of leadership that encompasses such current school reform trends as teacher 

empowerment and shared decision making. 



Care and Justice 

'Leading fiom the heart' is the term that Young, Staszenski, McIntyre and Joly 

use to describe the leadership of women educators who lived the ethics of caring and 

justice in their daily lives. This style of leadership, which combines the "equality of 

emotion and reason' the complementarity of care and justice" (1 993, p. 1), is examined 

frorn the aspect of relating to individuals, groups and the cornmunity. These authors 

address the issue of care being traditionally dismissed, misunderstood, trivialized or 

undervalued. They state that there is sufficient evidence to prove that there are 

recognized educational Leaders, often women, who incorporate connectedness, 

empowerment and caring. Their focus of study is on women educators, not because they 

believe that care and justice are exclusive to fernales, but because they wished to 

document and give voice to women7s perspectives and experiences (1993, p. 3). Three 

independently conceived and conducted studies were done with leading fernale teachers, 

consultants and school administrators. Common to the analysis of leadership practices 

identified was the caring and just treatment of students, parents, and cornmunity 

members. Attention is given to the way individual leaders make choices in responding to 

or adapting formai organizationai polices. Responses are made with "genuine 

attentiveness to another person and to the particulars of the situation, rather than a set of 

mies about behaviour" (1993, p. 6). Leaders are viewed as having considerable power to 

distribute values in schools. They are encouraged to consider this style of incorporating 

care and justice as they develop values to enact in daily practice relating to the people in 

their school comrnunity. 



In M e r  study, Beth Young considers Canadian women's expenences and 

contributions as dimensions of research and theory about Canadian educational 

administration and leadership. She reviews literature on fernale leadership styles and 

notes that Canadian studies, like other works in this area, characterize "women's ways" 

as emphasizing communication and caring interpersonal relations. She identifies this 

approach to building a cornmunity whose central concern is for the welfare of students 

and their learning as a 'Welcome change fiom the authontarian, remote, or patronizing 

administrative styles too often rewarded and reproduced over many years in educational 

administration" (1 994, p. 366). 

Lack of Caring as Traditional Leadership Ouality 

Dwight Rogers, Jeanne Steele and Catherine Marshall agree that traditional 

administrative characteristics are lacking the critical aspect of caring. A natural, ethical 

perspective is needed in educational administration to numire children as moral, 

productive members of society. They conducted research with assistant principals and 

found evidence that it is necessary to reexamine school administration policies and 

theories that allocate caring to the 'lower statu' positions of teachers and women. The 

researchers concede that many administrators already practise caring, but it is often 

constrained by outdated attitudes and structures. As a result of studying the 

accomplishrnents of caring assistant principals, they consider caring a necessary quality of 

educational adrninislators. 

The purpose of this study was to identiQ the motivators of assistant principals 

who are satisfied to stay in their job, with no aspiration to be a principal. The sample 



included fifty assistant principals fkom urban, rural and suburban districts fkom alrnost 

one half of the states. The experience of the participants ranged &om one to twenty-three 

years. Representation included elementary, middle and secondary schools which served 

students of various economic and demographic backgrounds. Data were collected 

through participant observation, open-ended interviews, focus-group interviews and mail 

surveys . 

It was discovered that the assistant principals' career paths have been af5ected by 

their desire to retain the flexibility and caring values so important to their roles. They 

derived the most satisfaction fiom knowing their actions helped students and teachers. 

Communities of care, as envisioned by Ne1 Noddings, were evident in the schools of 

these research participants. Marshall, Rogers and Steele discovered that career assistant 

principals "derive their power and legitimacy more from their abilities to be insightfûl, 

reflective and intuitive than from any quantifiable set of skills or ranking on the 

hierarchical organization chart" (1993, p. 17). Comrnon traits arnong them were 

sensitivity, a willingness to listen, a keen knowledge of hurnan nature and the ability to 

dialogue. Many of the subjects asserted that their caring capabilities damaged their 

chances for upward rnobility. This research project makes a forcefùl case for 

incorporating care into policies and theories of school administration. 

Hegemonic Rules of Control and Gender 

As a result of a recent study of two generations of male and female principals in 

Toronto elementary and secondary schools from 1940 - 1980, Cecilia Reynolds concludes 

that despite pressures for change, "the right 'place' for most men continued to be in 

school administration whereas the right 'place' for most women continued to be in the 



classroom" (1995, p. 143). Many of the twenty-four educators she interviewed 

commented that they had been placed in an administration role because they were 'in the 

right place at the right time'. Reynolds discovered that even though there have been 

some changes in societal expectations with respect to gender issues, the unequal 

integration of males and females into school administrative roles remained. She 

attributes this static situation to a hegemonic rneaning-system which continued to prevail, 

with the support of a systemic form of control which she describes as a "web-like set of 

organizational d e s "  (1995, p. 143). She states that if there was a change in one set of 

rules regarding appropriate qualities required of school administrators, there was a 

compensatory change in another set of mles, virtually leaving the entire web intact, with 

minor modifications. If males or females resisted the hegemony, the systernic controls 

ensured that they encountered many contradictions by doing so. Reynolds states that her 

analysis reveals that gender plays a major role in the organizational mles. One exarnple 

of the effect of a technical rule of control she cites is that schools need to realize that as 

long as the "ways we do things around here" are based on problematic assumptions about 

gender roles, there will be little opportunity for males or females to move beyond 

traditions (1993, p. 143). Reynolds suggests that this is the time and the place to 

challenge hegemonic gender-based limitations in our school system. To this end, she 

encourages individuais and groups to put forth sustained efforts to address this concern 

through discussions and questions of educational organizations at al1 Ievels within the 

system. 



Women in Educational Administration: 
Effects on Validation of Caring 

Effect of Traditional Leadership Traits on Women 

The Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario conducted a study 

to identi@ factors which contribute to the underrepresentation of females in school 

administrative positions. Ln 1991, they published their research conclusions in Go For If: 

Barriers to Women's Promotion in Education. The fact that traditional leadership 

characteristics do affect how women feel about aspiring to be administrators seems 

evident among their statements of discovery: 

Although the battle is not won, the perception that women need to take on 
traditional male leadership practices in order to be successful appears to be 
receding in importance. 

There is increasing recognition that women-led schools create a positive and 
numiring learning and work environment for students and staff. 

Some women are not choosing administration because of their perception that 
a male leadership style is necessary to administer successfully, and they do not 
wish to adopt this style. 

Women are finding ways to integrate their female strengths into leadership 
roles, although for the trail-blazers it has often been a difficult and lonely task. 
Not only is the level of acceptance of female leadership styles growing, these 
styles are becoming increasingly valued. 

The findings concerning women's suitability (Le. "readiness") support the 
conclusion that while society's attitudes are changing, there is still resistance 
arnong a significant minority to the "appropriateness" of women taking on 
leadership roles. 

Female leadership roles are not the cultural nom, and thus are not legitimized. 

For these styles to be legitimized, there must be significant nurnbers of wornen 
exercising power at the highest administrative IeveIs such as  Director and 
Supervisory Onicer. To be cornfortable in a culture, the cntical mass issue is 



not how many of a given group there are, it is how much of the power they 
s hare. 

In spite of the difficdties, the overall message f?om respondents was that 
women should not let themselves be held back, but should Go For It! (1993, 
p. 27, 38). 

The findings of this study identi& leadership training, female support groups, 

mentors and networks as ways to encourage women who wish to pursue administrative 

roles in education. 

The conclusions and recommendations fiom this 1993 study are not unlike Sybil 

Shack's views about women in education in 1975. Shack states that women do not seek 

promotions because they "think they cannot do what they have been conditioned to 

believe is man's work. They literally do not want to know how good they are because it 

would upset everything they have learned about themselves" (1975, p. 46). It is diEcult 

to dispel the belief that we, who want to be liked, will not be liked, especially by men, if 

we display intelligence, independence, and leadership. During the last two decades there 

has been attention given to the lack of gender equity; there has been an increase in the 

total number of women in educational administration, but what remains are similar 

attitudes about woman and leadership. It is these attitudes of society, including women 

ourselves, which seem to continue to deter us fiom believing we have the 'right' qualities 

to be leaders. Women need to be encouraged to believe in themselves and to recognize 

that their nurturing, ofien selfless concem for others, is one of many strong leadership 

qualities. It is possible to maintain what are traditionally considered as ferninine qualities 

and be an effective leader. Despite the feminist movement, affirmative action and human 

rights commissions, there is evidence of continued, though less prevalent, existence of the 



"why bother your pretty little head syndrome" that Shack describes in 1975. Notuig the 

differences between 'then and now', there is evidence of the positive strides that have 

been made in addressing the gender inequities as a result of Sybil Shack and her studies 

and recommendations. Noting the cornmonalties between 'then and now', it is evident 

that there exists the need for legitimizing leadership qualities that rnay vary Som die 

traditional -- qualities that may be possessed by males and females, based on their 

individual character as a human being. 

Changes in Societal Attitudes 

Juanita Ross Epp, assistant professor at Lakehead University, shares concem 

about societal assumptions and female acceptance of those assurnptions with regard to the 

male administrators continuing to be the n o m  in schools. Although efforts have been 

made to promote equity in educational leadership, only fifieen percent of administrators 

in the schools that Epp studied were female. In contrat, nearly haif the graduates in the 

local educational administration department were female (1 993, p. 5 1). In an action plan 

developed with her students in school leadership, Epp challenges prevailing attitudes 

towards women in administration and States the need for reinterpretation of qualities of 

effective leadership. Sensitizing students, members of the school system and the general 

public to issues of gender equity is an important feature of the action plan that Epp 

describes. An example that Epp uses to demonstrate entrenched societal views and 

barriers is the typical case where a there is the belief that if there are discipline problems 

in a school, a "man is necessary to clean things up". The pubiic must be made aware of 

the fact that women are also capable of improving school discipline, even though their 

methods may be different from those of their male counterparts (1993, p. 52). 



Developing a societai awareness of altemate leadership styles and current barriers that 

prevent women from applying for administrative positions will hopefully lead to 

diminis hing male dominance in educational administration. 

As more women enter the field of administration and prove to be effective leaders, 

they are often role models to other females. Epp suggests that identifying potential 

fernale candidates, encouraging them in the application process and supporting them once 

they obtain a position are ways to m e r  gender equity in administration (1993, p. 51). 

Certainly both males and females can be role models and mentors. Functions for 

administrators must not be gender exclusive. Taking the time to care and support each 

other as administrative colleagues is crucial to all. 

Karin L. Porat, a vice principal with the Calgary Board of Education in 1989, 

encourages women in administration to be women, not to be a phony imitation trying to 

be "more like a man" (1989, p. Il) .  She assures us it is a fallacy that women have to be 

masculine and aggressive in order to be considered a successfül leader. She daims that it 

is unnecessary and counterproductive for a woman's career and the school system to 

succurnb to the recent tendency of male and female educators to emphasize their 

leadership similarities and to ignore their differences. She encourages school systems to 

value the differences and positive natural gifts that women leaders can bnng to their 

schools. Porat associates effective leadership not with exertion of power, but with 

leading through example, caring and collaboration. "Women value personai balance and 

peace over position and recognition. They judge themselves in terms of their ability to 

care and to maintain relationships, and put a lot of effort into trying to understand each 

situation they encounter" (1989, p. 12). 



Porat refers to the work of Marilyn Ferguson (1980)' who describes female 

leadership as a "caring form of powei'. Ferguson claims that society is beginning to 

value reIationship and caring more, with psychologists "recognizing the fact that kindness 

and caring stem fiom psychologicd strength radier than weakness. Ferninine values are 

very badly needed in giving birth to and numiring a new era in human history" (1989, p. 

13). As she encourages women administrators to escape mind sets and stereotypical 

attitudes that often create the gender gap itself, Porat urges women to celebrate being 

successfui and female as she links caring leadership styles to effective school 

administration. 

Caring as a Futuristic Direction 

As a result of this review of current literature of caring as related to educational 

leadership, support exists to validate my belief that caring is a central aspect of effective 

schools adrninistered by leaders who have begun the legitimization of caring as a 

leadership trait. 

A visionary approach is needed to assure that al1 is being done to help each child 

develop feelings of self-worth, as well as acquire skills in academic, emotional, social and 

technological areas, to enable them to face the future in tomorrow's world. Basic to this 

educational process is the mutual caring relationship between the teacher and the student. 

Basic to absolutely every relationship is this feeling of mutual caring that should 

be fostered throughout the school community. School leaders should naturally apply 

these sarne educational principles as they set the example for treating others with dignity. 

Education begins when students and educators care -- and realize that others care about 

them. 



CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

[dentifkation of Areas of Study 

After exarnining in detail the central aspect of caring as an educational 

adrninistrator, 1 believe my review of recent literature supports the legitimization of the 

foundational aspects of caring in effective school environments. 1 chose to further pursue 

th is  concept through active research to l e m  what other practising school administrators 

think. My goal was to gather empiricai evidence of their views with reference to: 

human relationships in school cornrnunities of students, staff and parents 

ways to develop caring school cornmunities 

leadership qualities 

caring as related to gender and individual personality style 

central aspect of caring 

organizational or societal barriers to caring. 

Having identified these areas of study which allow for indi vidu al expr and 

open-ended opportunities to share opinions, 1 decided to use the interview process to 

collect qualitative data as to others' views. A set of standard interview questions was 

created to use as a guiding fiamework during an interview with each one of ten 

participating administrators. The interview questions focussed on: (a) determining any 

need to clarify the definition of caring for the purpose of this study; (b) sharing 

administrative ways of caring for staff, students and parents; (c) ranking the importance 

of caring in a school administrative position; (d) relating caring to gender and individual 

personaiity style; (e) identimg organizational or societal barriers to caring in an 



administrative position. The interview process allowed for paraphrashg and probing to 

clai@ the information and beliefs shared during the interview. 

Stratified Random Selection of Participants 

1 interviewed a stratified random sarnple of educators currently employed as 

administrators in school divisions within the city of Winnipeg. From an dl-inclusive list 

of public school principals, 1 made a random choice of ten candidates, stratimng the 

selection process to be certain that my sarnple included administrators of both genders 

fi-orn various school levels. My intent was to include five administrators fiom schools 

that include elementary students and five administrators fiom junior high schools or 

secondary schools. 1 do acknowledge that other variables, such as age and experience of 

the adrninistrator and the size and location of the school could also affect the data 

collected. My decision was to narrow the scope of this study in order to effectively 

anaiyze the data and make generalizations based on two identified variables rather than 

diversimng the data to such an extent that generalizations would not have been able to be 

clearly made. 

Gender was included as a s t r a m  in my random sample in order to create a study 

fiee of gender bias. Five candidates were female and five were male, with a requirement 

of at least two administrators of each gender fiom each level. 

Level of school was used as a criteria in s t r a t i m g  the random sample of selected 

administrators because 1 did not wish to limit my conclusions to any one level of school 

community. This research is more valuable and able to be applied with grcater expanse 

by representing varied levels of educational environments. Caring is just as important at 

the secondary level as it is at the kindergarten level. The message of caring about 



students, staff, parents and community members is the same; the ways of conveying the 

message may be different. just as it is different to each unique situation at any level with 

any human being. 

Each randomly selected participant received a letter to invite them to be part of 

this study and to seek their permission for using any information in my published thesis. 

The letter of invitation involved sharing the purpose of this study by way of introduction 

to the topic under discussion, followed by an explmation of the process and the oEer to 

share a surnmary of my findings upon completion. 

The letter to prospective participants provided an estirmted commitment of time. 

Provision was made for withdrawal from the study at any time without penalty. 

C0~dentia1it-y was assured with the promise of no identification of any participant in any 

context. Administrators were informed that audio tapes will be destroyed when data 

documentation is complete (see Appendix A). 

Attached to the letter of invitation was the set of standard interview questions (see 

Appendix B) . 

Interview Process 

Permission to record our individual conversation and to transcribe and andyze the 

data was granted by each participant. Ai1 participants were provided with a transcript and 

data analysis fiom their respective interview (see Appendix C) . I offered a second 

interview to veriQ my findings and seek any necessary clarification of content. 

The time cornmitment I estimated for the interviews was two hours for the initial 

session and one hour for the debriefing session. The second interview could be in person 



or by telephone, respecting the wishes of the participant. 1 arranged al1 interviews 

according to the convenience of the participating administrators. 

Upon completion of this process with al1 participants, I analyzed the entire 

collection of data for information regarding carhg hurnan relationships in school 

comrnunities. Cornparisons and contrasts were made with reference to my initial belief 

statements and links were made to my review of literature where appropriate. Limitations 

and implications were made in conclusion. 



CHAfTER FOUR 

COLLECTION OF DATA 

Based on the Manitoba Education 1997-98 listing of school principals for 

Winnipeg public schools, numbers were assigned to each potential candidate for 

participation in my research. According to the selection criteria fkom which to randomly 

select participants, 1 created four data bases of numbers. Selection categories were as 

follows: 

1. Fernale principal of elementary school, including students in Kindergarten to 

Grade Six, Kindergarten to Grade Nine, Kindergarten to Grade Four, Middle 

Schools for Grade Five to Grade Eight or Middle Schools for Grade Five to 

Grade Nine 

2. male principal of elementary school, including students in Kindergarten to 

Grade Six, Kindergarten to Grade Nine, Kindergarten to Grade Four, Middle 

Schools for Grade Five to Grade Eight or Middle Schools for Grade Five to 

Grade Nine 

3. female principal of junior hi& school or secondary school, including students 

Erom Grade Seven to S 1 or students fiom S 1 to S4  

4. male principal of junior high school or secondary school, including students 

from Grade Seven to S 1 or students fiom S 1 to S4. 



1 began my selection process and mailed ten letters to randomly chosen 

candidates during the first week of April, 1998. Six positive responses were received and 

interviews were begun in mid-April. 

At the sarne time, four more letters were mailed to potential candidates chosen 

fiom appropriate data bases to fulfill my quota for each category of participant. 1 received 

two positive responses fiom this mailing. 

1 mailed three more letters of invitation in early May and received two positive 

responses. At this point, ten candidates were willing to participate in this study from a 

total mailing list of seventeen invitations. 

To ensure c ~ ~ d e n t i a l i t y  of al1 participants and the information shared with me, 1 

have assigned a pseudonyrn for each participant. 

Female principals of elementary schools are identified as Anne, Cathy and 

Dorothy. Mary and Joan are female principals of junior high and secondary schools. 

Male principals of elementary schools have been given the pseudonyms of Fred 

and Glen. Mark, Thomas and William are identiSing names assigned to the male junior 

high and secondary principals. 

1 conducted interviews during May, June and the first week of July. After the first 

seven interviews, I began to transcnbe the taped conversations and provide a transcript, 

surnmary of data and letter offenng a second interview or debriefing session to each 

participant. This mailing cornmenced early in June and was completcd in July. The one 

candidate who responded to this second letter was satisfied that lier views were 

represented accurately and expressed interest in receiving a summary of results fkom al1 

ten participants. 



When discussing the next steps of this research process during the initial 

interviews, the ten candidates expressed an interest in receiving a summary of results 

from al1 interviews. In August, 1998, 1 mailed a draft of my generalizations and 

conclusions to each participant. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

ANALYSE AND NTERPRETATION OF DATA 

Working Definition of 'Caring' 

At the outset of each interview, each participant was given the opportunity to 

respond to the working defuiition of carhg previously provided. This was done with the 

intent of c1ariS;ing what it is we mean when we talk about 'caring' for the purpose of this 

study. Because caring can appear to b e  a complex concept to define, I felt it was 

important to set the stage for the interview by checking to see if the definition made sense 

to each participant. Attention was drawn to the key words of 'genuine, ethical, 

comection or encounter between two human beings' as had been provided in the 

definition. 

Eight of the ten participants felt the definition was clear. Responses among these 

eight varied fiom "it made al1 the sense in the world; it's very clear" to agreeing it was 

clear but that it could be expanded to include such key words as authentic, "in the sense 

that it is genuine, it is real, it is valid. It is not contrived." 

Joan felt it made sense and caused her to diuik about day-to-day relationships: 

Yes, it certainly made sense. 1 guess if we look at those key words, 
genuine and ethical, personal encounter between human beings, 1 mean, this goes 
beyond just an interaction you have with someone because now we're taiking 
about actually having a relationship. 1 guess, it's how do you define what is a 
relationship as being part of it. You go on to Say one who is the giver of care and 
one who is the recipient and 1 did some thinking about that because it was really, 1 
guess 1 wasn't sure when I thought about al1 the different interactions you have in 
school. 1 think of it as genuine, 1 think i f s  an ethical comection but I started to 
think - am I always the person who is either giving or receiving care? 1 mean do 
we have that kind of give and take kind of interaction? I had to thiL& about that 
for a bit. 

But 1 guess in the end, 1 thought you have interactions where there is a 
connection and 1 think people come away -- whether it's kids, adults or whoever - 



corne away feeling like somehow this has been meaningful to them, so that's 
where 1 startec! thinking about it. 

Fred stated that carhg "probably goes beyond just having a connection -- towards 

having an empathy?" but then added that '%at may be implied, that is implied in 

connection." 

Mark's view was "caring is that and more. It has to do with attaching a lot of 

importance to what you do, valuing what you do. It's a value of enterprise as well as 

caring for the people. It is attaching a high value to people and their actions." 

Caring for Staff, Students and Parents 

Participants were asked to discuss ways that they show staff, students and parents 

in their school community that they care. Highlights of general philosophies and specific 

examples, as collected from each participant, are presented for each group identified as 

recipients of care. In this section, I have chosen to report individual information 

according to the stratieing categories for the purpose of presenting the data in a way that 

cornparisons or contrasts c m  be made. Reporting the caring ways identified by each 

person in this way also may provide a bnef glimpse of an individual participant's profile 

for the reader. In order to ensure anonymity and confidentiality, no M e r  identifjmg 

characteristics of each principal are included in the introductory description. 

This information is composed of direct phrases and quotes as transcribed from 

interview sessions. For the purpose of sharing valuable educational ideas and 

information, some partial conversations are included at length in order to illustrate 

programs or detailed examples of caring. 



Caring for Staff 

Female Elementary Principals 

being certain to be helpfül and care enough to give them program 
opportunities that they wanted to have, providing resources, providing 
professional development support 

showing genuine interest in what they're trying to do, giving them fiee rein to 
decide what it is they want to do and help them find ways to do it, to see it 
through and help them be successfid 

making sure that they feel you care about their personal lives and their well- 
being so that if they need time, if they need some sort of support for things 
that are happening in their lives, whether it's time off, or a kind word, or a 
recess duty 
genuinely reaching out to people -- it's your whole attitude in dealing with 
people -- it's not just making conversation in asking people how they are 
doing. 

Anne. 

having an open door, giving teachers time during the day to verbalize ideas, be 
a sounding board -- A teacher came to me recently and said, "I'm going to be 
meeting with a parent and I'm really concemed that I'm not going to handle it 
properly ." 

1 said, "Okay, let's sit down, I'rn the parent; talk to me. Let's go through 
it. What are your concerns? How are you going to start?" 

So we almost role played a little bit what was going to happen and the 
question always is "Do you think you can do it yourself or do need my help? 
Do you want me to be there?" 

She didn't want me there; she wanted to do it herself and make sure that 
she would take the time to start with some positives. She said that's what 
she'd forgotten; she said "I'm so zeroed in on what's wrong and what my 
issue is here, 1 forgot that 17d better start that way because 1 don't know this 
parent really well." 

1 felt good that she came to me and said, "Help me through this. What 
have 1 forgotten? " 

1 feel like 1 should be a saviour in some ways to be able to give them 
some ideas to do that, but she went away. As soon as the meeting was over, 
"How did it go?" We were able to debrief it and see how it went. 



connecting with teachers in the early moming or after school 

being visible, spending time in their classroom -- covering for them if they 
have to take an important phone call, analyzing a lesson, going to their grade 
group meeting. 

taking persona1 note of what they are doing and acknowledging the things that 
they have done, whether they have been successful or whether they tried and 
failed -- We're connected with Quickmail - that's just a wondemil way. As 1 
sit here at night 1 think about when I saw a teacher's aquarium and 1 write her 
a little note - sornething that acknowledges the fact that "1 noticed what you 
did." That's very helpfd. Little cards and notes - sending them that kind of 
thing. We do a lot of publishing in our newsletters; we try very hard not to 
make it cornpetitional. We publish our successes and our thank-you's for 
activities that have happened. 

Make sure that al1 are recognized for something they've done, that you 
don? leave someone out - that's very important. I know that there are very 
strong teachers and there are very weak teachers. Sometimes the weak 
teachers need more than the very strong teachers. So it's hard when you think 
'ethical', you have to keep that balance, too. 

modelling, in talking with kids in the classrooms -- 1 see that from perspective 
teachers that 1 have that are new to the profession. I can be in the classroom 
working with a small group and I model things. I see them using that 
language, and I think, you know what, they're paying attention, they're 
hearing. Nothing is perfect -- it's one option. To model does make a 
difference. 

making investments in other people to get the most satisfying results, as in any 
kind of relationship 

seeing my staff as human beings who have a whole range of problems they 
handle, doing the things in this place to make people more cornfortable and 
happier -- By w-ay of example, in the last three years, and in fact currently we 
have two staff members who have been terminally ill, and this has been 
difficult for staff. Fominately, so far, they're doing well, better than we 
expected. 

One is back, one is nght now on a transplant list. One of the things we do 
here is, when someone is in need in that way, we establish a caring calendar. 
People who are interested in showing their own feelings for that person would 
sign up on the calendar either by themselves or in partners, however they 
want to do that. 



Our goal is to make sure that while that person is away fiom us they are never 
forgotten. They know that they are in our minds and in our hearts d l  the time 
and so somebody is in contact with them at least once a week. 

The two staff members have told me that this has really been important to 
them. 

Those people who sign up can choose however they want to express their 
caring for that person without anybody else saying this is wliat we expect. 
You'll write a letter, you'll send a card, you'll do flowers. A group of us got 
together and prepared a meal. 

paying attention to those human aspects 

recognizing each staff rnember's biahday with a card, wnting notes to people 
when they've done something right 

attending a fimeral service if there has been a death in the family 

celebrating special events - a birth, a retirement - by making a staff quilt 

Male Elementarv Principals 

Fred. 

showing you care even in times of difficult decisions that have to be made that 
may appear counter to caring, knowing that they may cause a little more stress 
than you'd like to cause, following up with staff by going over what happened 
and checking to see how they are feeling 

keeping in mind what they would like when you are doing administrative 
tasks, like creating the timetable 

accommodating needs regarding ordenng, student placement -- always 
keeping in mind that teacher needs are secondary to student need -- caring for 
staff in a way that people feel that, number one, you care about them, but 
number two, you care about studrnts, and you have to make sure that is first 
and foremost 

keeping teachers happy -- "Happy teachers are teachers who have a better 
chance of doing a good job." 

modelling; probably the most powerful way of teaching -- If you're sarcastic, 
the kids will be sarcastic, or the teachen will be sarcastic. If you tend to be 
gruff and angry, that will tend to pass on to other people. 



caring how their workload is 

carïng about the students they have in their c1assrooms 

recognizing persona1 needs -- One of our staff member's son was diagnosed 
with diabetes. She needed to find a way to have a week off to do the training 
and to do al1 the other things to get her son home h m  the hospital, and thïs 
was a case where I, not so much handled it as ... this was a first year teacher and 
1 just made sure that it happened without going through a lot of papenvork or 
requirements, or anything else or taking t h e  off sick leave or docking pay or 
anythmg else like that. 1 just made sure that it happened. 

caring about things that are happening provincially 

showing interest in people on a day-to-day basis in terms of what is going on 
in their lives, either personally or professionally 

interacting with staff in a way that demonstrates caring -- Whether it be in 
terrns of granting them compassionate leaves or persona1 leaves, or just seeing 
how farnily rnembers are doing, in tems of supporting hem professionally, 1 
try to be there. 1 try to be attentive to their needs. It's an ongoing kind of 
thing. We presently have two staff members whose fathers are il1 - one with 
cancer and one with a heart attack - in the last two weeks. Both of these 
teachers, very young teachers, were very distraught over this. 1 granted 
compassionate leave for two days. [n one case, 1 extended it for a few more 
days; I absorbed the cost for subbing. On a regular basis, I try to see how 
things are going. 

Female Secondary Principals 

always being ready to listen to them -- The staff is empowered at the school. 
We Listen to each other. We have had disagreements on some things -- maybe, 
on how a student could be handled or something, but again it's that power of 
conversation and listening to each other. 

seeing another point of view and acknowledging it 

keephg staff up-to-date with information 



having no secrets, establishing trust 

empowering staff -- One of the most interesting things that happened during 
that first year was just in a non-important conversation. 

The way the school had been set up - the staff room was in a very far 
corner, and there was very nice room as you came into the school that was 
used as the resource room. We were just taiking ..-the staff very rarely went to 
the staff roorn and there were cliques starting around the school where they 
had coffee pots and they would meet there - not reaily a sense of staff. 1 said, 
"Well, let's just move the staffroom." 

There was an immediate sitting up and looking around - "We could do 
that?" 

1 said, "Yes, we could do that." Within a week we had switched the 
resource room and the staff room. The resource room had some special needs 
students in it. It was much better suited to the area where it was. The staff 
room just became the hub of the school. Then we said that we would prefer if 
everybody would meet there for coffee. If people wanted their otvn individual 
coffee makers in there that would be good, but let's build a team. That was a 
real tuming point for lots of people because it was "we can do this? - yes we 
can do diis." That's been threaded through - the administration change was 
there for a reason. The vice principal and principal that had been there had 
been there for quite awhile. It seemed to be a different sîyle of administration 
- very much, thurnbs in everything. 

Another example - 1 went in and there was this huge pile of mail on my 
desk. 1 was the vice principal, just figuring out how to be a vice principal in 
ùiis school. 1 went to the secretary and 1 said, "What is this?" 

There were two secretaries - this one was the one that had worked there for 
awhile. She said, "Well, that's the mail." 

1 said, "1 don't want this mail. 1 want my mail." 
She said, "Well, the previous principal read everythmg." 
1 said, Wo, you go into the teachers' boxes. 1 get rny mail, and if it's just 

general stuff. you can open it. 1 don? need everytliing." 
She said, "Oh, okay." and she did that. 
It was just like opening a shell. 
Another Senior 1 teacher, an excellent teacher, came down and one of the 

d e s  that started to develop was that teachers would contact parents. We try 
this, we try this, and then you contact parents. But I guess the previous 
administration did that on their own. 

He was having difficulty with a S-1 student and homework. 1 said, "Cal1 
the parents." 

He said, "Well, 1 don't know what I'would say." 
He was quite distraught and , 1 think 1 ended up calling the parents for him, 

but then working with him about ''this is important." 



Now it's just that the teachers corne down and Say, "I've done this, I've 
talked to the parents on this date and we've done this. It still isn't working. 
Now I need your intervention. It's just opened up. 

recognizing the human connection -- Yes, we are in a job but there are 
prionties in our lives, so if they have a medical appointment or they need to go 
to a family cornmitment, 1 don't think I've ever said "No-" It's "Yes, there are 
possibilities and we can cover your class. 1 can take your class; you can go a 
few minutes early." That acknowledgement that there is more to life than that 
job in the classroom. 

developing school tearns and involving staff in school planning - it grows 
because they want to do things with kids. That's where you get the caring. 

showing people that you respect what they do and who they are 

interacting with staff, always thinking about how, making sure those 
interactions are charactenzed by the positive presumption you're doing a good 
job, you're valued as people, and you know what you're doing 

creathg a climate that says we're in this together. It's okay to make mistakes 
and we ieam fiom each other 

looking for ways to continue to be supportive and caring even in a dificult 
situation -- act in congruence with messages you've given, not yelling at 
people nor dressing them d o m  

establishing trust; not saying one thing, then acting in a different way; 
supporthg staff decisions as appropriate -- A student was exited last week. I 
get information about those things happening, but 1 am not always part of that 
meeting. partly because, 1 trust that the team knows what they're doing, and 
there's a process before we exit a student. 

We do weekly goal-setting with them and they have personalized contracts 
in a sense that acknowledge what their goals are for the week, how they will 
know they've been successful, and al1 of these things. 

When they don't meet their goals and there's really good reasons for this 
and they've been put on probation and after x number of weeks of probation 
and things haven't changed, they're asked to leave the program because 
they're irnpacting on everybody negatively. 

1 had a parent phone today really upset that this had happened to their son 
and wanted to talk about It. So we had a meeting this afternoon at 2: 1 5. 

The team was pretty assured that we listened and 1 listened and 1 said sorne 
things, but 1 supported the decision that they had made and demonstrated that, 



you know, 1 talked about how the tearn operated, d l  of the pre-work that I 
knew had happened, al1 of the demonstration that had been there about what 
the student had not done and that the decision needed to stay. 

That didn't close the door for us to look at how we will support him while 
he7s at home, but a choice right now is not for him to corne back into that 
classroom. 

The stafYfelt pretty good. They have done their job, no question. 

modelling what we want to do for kids -- We've had situations around 
discipline. The best example that cornes to mind is where the teacher adult 
does not mode1 the behaviour - so I've got a student who has called a teacher a 
name? but prior to that the teacher had called the student some pretty 
inappropriate things. So how do you Save that situation, trying to get al1 the 
parties to sit down, talk it through, again and look at being supportive of the 
teacher, but at the same time saying, you know, you cadt  do this kind of SM. 
It doesn't fit in ternis of our beliefs as a school and isn't the kind of modelling 
we want to do for kids. 

Male Secondary Principais 

Mark. 

letting them know 1 care for what they do 

valuing what they do, especially what they do well 

highlighting their efforts as much as possible - newsletters, staff meetings, 
announcements to students 

respecting what they are experiencing personally and help as much as 
possible--If people have a death in the farnily, whatever you c m  do to make it 
more bearable or a little easier for them, giving them the breaks that are in 
your power to give, letting them know you understand. 

respecting what is important to them 

building a positive climate in a school arnong the teachers where they trust 
you and respect you and respect what you are al1 trying to achieve - that's the 
ultimate achievement - the ultimate caring in my definition 

William. 

being there for the staff in everything we do, not just saying we are going to be 



being a real person, an open person 

listening to see exactly where somebody is coming h m ,  what their concems 
are, what it is they are looking for from you or from the school 

treating them with dignity and respect 

showing them in a meaningful way that you do care with regards to what 
they want to discuss and be empathetic to their needs 

having an open door approach; actually wanting people to corne by 

regarding al1 s ta f f  as fiiends and act as a friend to them in a caring, mutually 
respectfkl way 

spending time with staff in the early morning or at the end of the day, in the 
staff room, drop in before the day gets going, in hallways. 

Thomas. 

reflecting in our daily actions authentic caring for others as we function in our 
daily duties 

making conscientious efforts to get to know and work with young teachers, 
beginning teachers, student teachers; ensuring that good people are coming in 
and helping them grow 

taking time to listen to trials and tribulations as they happen 

leaning on one another; pulling together in this time of public criticism and 
cutbacks 

supporting people, showing genuine interest, encouraging, saying the well 
done's when it is appropriate 

finding the balance where praise is genuine, authentic -- the notion of not 
taking things for granted. The people in this building, the vast rnajority of 
hem, work very hard and it only takes a moment to Say "thanks for your 
efforts in that area; thanks for the leadership you provide here, great idea that 
you raised at the staff meeting today; I'm going to take note of that." It only 
takes a moment to Say that. We, as principals, have superintendents we are 
responsible to, and we're no different. When the superintendent passes little 
kudos dong, you feel valued. 1 think, if we don't make a conscious effort to 
do it, in the busyness of Our days, the moments pass. It's so easy to take 
people for granted. 



1 try to make a point with teachers who have joined us, new with us in 
September. 1 try to touch base with them a couple of weeks in. 1 can 
remember a conversation last fa11 with somebody who was new with us. This 
was on into November. We chatted and 1 was leaving her room; 1 turned 
around and 1 called her by name. 1 said, "1 just want you to know I'm really, 
really pleased to have you on my staff." Well, her face lit up, you'd think I'd 
given her a million bucks. 

It was so easy to do. It was very genuine. She is a wonderhl addition to 
our staff. I'm glad I took a moment. 1 made her day. 

setting the tone, modelling and demonstrating an authentic care so that it 
carries on to others; letting your staff know families are first to them. -- As 
they experience the normal crises, illness, death - recognize that priorities 
corne into place, they may need time, look after things at work as much as 
possible. 

In analyzing this sumrnary of identified caring ways gathered fiom al1 ten 

principals, 1 have noted themes, key words and phrases used fiequently in their 

conversations. 

Nine of ten participants directly mentioned the importance of knowing their staff 

members as human beings and recognizing their personal needs, making special note of 

compassionate actions and words in times of cises or serious farnily matters. Five 

specific exarnples cited were related to medical needs of staff or their farnily members. 

Another cornrnon thread noted among the cornrnents fiom eight participants was 

the acknowledgement of the contributions of staff. The three female elementary 

adrninistrators made mention of writing notes as well as verbally connecting to staff in 

this regard. Three s e c o n d q  administrators, one female and two male, who mentioned 

ths  acknowledgement suggested that this was done verbally or in school publications. 

Having an open door approach, connecting with staff before and after school and 

being visible in classrooms were cited as important parts of daily life as a principal by 

seven adrninistrators. 



Other key words or phrases noted frequently were: modelling, genuine interest, 

listening, trust, respect and dignity. 

School climate was a term used with great emphasis by three of five secondary 

principals. 

Caring For Students 

Female Elementary Principals 

Dorothy. 

letting students new to the school know that they are safe and cared for; 
addressing such safety rules in an assernbly 

doing the kind of 'mothenng, numiring' things you do with kids -- attending 
to scraped knees, heIping a child 

having schooi social goals and related activities - artwork, reward systems, 
certificates, student role models, 

Anne. 

making certain that students don't just see the 'office' as a negative place to be 

creating school-&ide themes and projects involving the principal and office 
staff who recognize positive behaviours 

seeing that students have their needs addressed when sent to office for negative 
behaviours - they want to be listened to, they want to be heard, they want to see 
things as fair 

knowing the students -- It really helps being in a school - this is my fourth year 
- 1 feel that I've got a pretty good handle on names and kids and know 
something about them. III the past, for five years in a row, 1 moved - that's a 
real problem because you didn't have ownership; you didn't have t h e  to get to 
know how they operate and what's important to them. But the visibility is 
ninety per cent - being in the classroom, or taking a srnaIl group, or being 
involved in intramurals, providing a club, being out on duty - those kinds of 
things. 



mentoring that small number of students who require special attention 
related to discipline issues -- I think we do the best job here with our really 
difficult kids. This is an inner city school - many of our children here bring 
with them every day a whole bag of issues and, like any other school, there are 
difficult problems. Children who just Wear you down. 

Two years ago our discipline committee decided that - well, poor 
discipline at that point was identified as a priority and so we needed to 
establish a plan and the focus of our plan was to fmd strategies that were 
effective in dealing with children for whom normal consequences were not 
effective. 

As the committee sat down what we really began to taik about was how to 
get tougher. It's really interesting how that committee has evolved - what's 
going on a lot is a mentorship system - we have 15 kids who are getting 
individually mentored in the office. These are our highest needs chilciren. 

We started off identifj4ng a small handfùl of kids and with those kids, you 
know, "I'm going to be your special fnend every moming - every one, no 
matter what, you check in with me. You come here - my job is to make sure 
you come in like the rest of the kids but if you need breakfast, you're going to 
get it before you go down to your class." We do have a breakfast program 
here. And we're going to go over together your goals for the day, and for a 
lot of the kids, they're the same every day. 

They come and check with me at the end of the day. They cany folders, 
the folders have their goals written and they coliect signatures. Every time 
somebody catches them doing one of their goals, they get a signature. And so 
at the end of the day, they're coming, and every day we celebrate how many 
they got. 

When they collect a certain number of bonus points then there's kind of 
spscial event. What we've found has worked best because these kids are often 
really alienated fkom their cfassrooms, the rest of the kids don't like them, 
they're disruptive, they're rnean, or they can be, and so, with a little bit of 
coaching, what they ask for is something for their whole class. 

So the last time he got a bonus - we have a class set of roller blades here - 
he asked that his class be allowed to roller blade for an extra phys. ed. period, 
well now he7s a hero. 

planning school-wide activities catching kids doing something good, resulting 
in visible recognition in school and a home contact 

forming connections with kids, investing in relationships with them -- You 
can't fool kids and give them somebody who doesn't like them. 

inviting kids to send 'wam h i e s '  and birthday wishes to each other and to 
staff on opening announcements 



Male Elementarv Principals 

Fred. 

choosing to teach a kindergarten music class -- One of the ways that I've 
chosen to do that, and I did it at a previous school too, is that while I'rn a 
supervising principal, and have been for a number of years, I've chosen to also 
teach. I've chosen to teach kindergarten music, which means that after two or 
three years in a school, 1 know a very large segment of the population and they 
know me, and they know that I'm a very positive person, that 1 enjoy children. 
1 enjoy being with children, 1 enjoy having fun, so that is really helpful to me. 

From my perspective, too, this is a side issue, but it's very difficult 
particularly, if you're having a day that may not be the very best day, it would 
be difficult to go into a class with twenty-five five-year olds and not have fun. 
It's rejuvenating - 1 really enjoy that part of it. 

treating students in a way that lets them know you care, by your demeanour -- 
It's one of the things that, if you appear to be out to punish the student, 
because the student has done sornething wrong, 1 don't think that they believe 
you care. 
If you are out to problem-solve with the student, your goal is either to stop 
poor behaviours or to correct the situation that has gone wrong, and you let 
students know that. "Here's what I'm trying to do, I'm not trying to hurt you, 
I'm not trying to punish you. I'rn not trying to make you feel bad about 
yourself. What I'rn trying to do is to make sure that this kind of thing doesn't 
happen again. How can we do that?" 

hiring staff who are empathic toward children, people who love children, 
people who care about children 

doing things for kids in your building - materials, playground equipment, 
agendas 

being visible in the school yard when students arrive 

conveying to kids and staff and cornmunity key words - respect for one 
another, politeness and courtesy. These underlie everything we do. 

dealing with discipline issues as appropriate, but leaving on a positive note of 
respect. 



welcoming students to your office, door is open 

Female Secondam Principals 

acknowledging kids as human beings, taking the time to talk to them 

Ietting kids know that if they have gone 'over the line', consequences will 
follow. consistency in administraton in building, style may be different, but 
results are the same 

establishing school-%.vide acadernic challenges 

letting them know they can come and talk to you 

establishing welcoming information programs for new students -- I've come 
up with a twelve step process for the kids coming into the school. It used to 
be that kids coming into the school would come over for a tour and they 
would get their registration forms. 

Now what we do is I go over to the school first and meet with the classes 
one at a time. This year it was double because the grade five's are coming 
into six and 1 talk to them about the school. 

Our three 'catchwords' of the school are rights, responsibility and respect. 
1 explain to them what those three things are, get them to tell me what their 
school responsibilities are. 

Answer their questions, like "Will I get locked in a locker?", "Will they 
throw eggs at me?" "How many fights are there in a day?"..all those rurnours 
they 've heard. 

1 just talk to them for a while - it's usually intended to be about forty 
minutes but it usually goes for about an hour. So there's some comfoa set, and 
then the counsellor goes over and introduces herself and tdks about some of 
the same things. 

Then we have a parent orientation and a tour of the school with the parents 
and then the kids come. Then also the kids as a class corne over to see the 
school. 

Then we send over a box of locks so they can practise on them. Then we 
try to get them over for one activity before the end of the year, the track meet 
or a play ... so the more they come hto  the school, the more they're talking over 
the summer, some of that fear goes away. 

They get me for an hour - to talk to thern, to reaffïrm 1 am not in the office 
just to talk to kids that have done something wrong. 



building a school culture with -dents; being carîng but not 'soggy' at the 
same t h e  -- I guess sometimes you have to be carefùl that you don't allow the 
caring to get in the way - that sometimes you do give kids too many chances, 
or you try and give them the benefit of the doubt and it doesn't work, so you 
do have to take that tough stand. 

I think that comes from - well, it helps with experience, too - but looking 
at, knowing what the limits are, sort of like having zero tolerance, you know 
what the limits are for everybody, and when that lirnit is crossed, you need to 
be able to take a specific action. 

It might be nothing more than giving everybody a time out - sometimes 
that act is really good to send a kid home for a couple of days, so everybody 
can rethink it and figure out where to go next. You need to be able to do that, 
no question. Otherwise you [ose a lot of credibility with staff, too, if they see 
you as so caring that you c a d t  take a stand on an issue with a kid and a family 
and even a teacher. 

1 think you have keep thinking of ways to build relationships and to 
maintain them - trying to catch kids. and staff and community being good and 
acknowledging them. 1 spend a lot of time writing little notes or taking the 
time to go down and see someone and compliment them on sornething that 
thefve done or acknowledge them or thank them. That al1 helps when you 
have to deal with a tough issue with that person because they know that 
you've noticed the positive things with them as well as the negative. 

spending tirne in the halls 

watching activities or special presentations related to their courses 

c o ~ e c t i n g  to kids' issues -- It's no big deal to go down and d o c k  a 
classroom or let them into the band room or whatever part of the building; 
gives me a chance to make connections, and follow through with that student 
later. 

Male Secondary Principals 

Mark. 

caring a lot about what they do while they are here, recognizing what they do 

focussing on their persona1 achievements and school achievements and the 
school clirnate 

relating to each other in a positive way 



spending a lot of time attending fünctions where they are performing, whether 
it's sports, or plays, or bands 

demonstrating that you value what they are doing -- the person-to-person 
relationship comes, that automatically follows, they come to you because they 
know you value what's going on 

being generally friendly and open 

handling discipline issues effectively -- The ideal in handling discipline -- in 
the perfect world the person would thank you on the way out if you suspended 
them because they would not think that you did it because you disliked them 
or had sornething against them. They would see it as a natural consequence 
for what had happened. You were trying to improve their life, to take steps 
that would cause them to do better in the long run. 

William. 

being visible to students, talking with hem regarding school work or sport 
events 

greeting students as they arrive in the morning and after lunch 

getting to know students fiorn the perspective of things they're doing, interests 
they have 

displaying a sense of humour; feeling comfortabIe with teasing each other -- a 
great w-ay of developing that rapport, that care 

avoiding confrontations where possible, working through the problem and 
coming to a resolution that everyone is cornfortable cvith 

being honest and genuine with them 

Thomas. 

increasing visibility in the building, interacting with kids, providing informal 
contacts with kids 

establishing relationships so students know you have a genuine interest in 
them -- 1 think that kids pick up very quickly if it's a genuine interest or not. 1 
sit in this office and lem forward and look the kid in the eye and have said, 
"You know 1 really care about you. You're important to me." When you're 
thirteen years old and the principal says this, 1 don't know if it has any 



meaning or not, but it's important for me to Say that. 1 think, judging from 
feedback, kids' experiences, I think most kids get the sense that there is a 
genuine care. Again they're kids and they view the world in their own 
marvellous way and I'm the principal and sometimes that means the 'heavy'. 

developing specialized alternative programs to meet kids' needs -- There were 
a small nurnber of kids who, in my opinion, were quite out of control. These 
were kids whose lives were damaged in many ways. Their lives were difEcult 
on the home fiont, substance abuse, al1 kinds of stuff. They weren't learning 
in school. They were having a huge negative impact. 1 proceeded to turf them 
out ... 

At any rate, we developed this program. We customized assessment- 
based programming around kids. These were kids going down the tubes - let's 
forget for a moment that they're in grade eight - that's meaningless. We've 
got to go back; we've got to find where they're really at in terms of ski11 
development. We began putting together this prograrn. We brought in some 
behavioural issues. Some other people in the system were helping us with this 
program. We got staffing suppoa and we began to bring these kids back. 

Well, we have enjoyed success beyond our wildest drearns. These are still 
kids ... by the way, we haven't succeeded with them al1 ... but we have six kids in 
the program now. These are kids who in the regular classroom were just a 
never-ending circle of disïuptions, suspensions, time at home, corne back, 
more disruptions, suspensions, no learning happening. 

The bottom line is that this is making an incredible difference in the lives 
of kids. The kids in this prograrn - they rnay not perceive this as caring, but I 
believe it is. 1 think we Say we can't continue the way we are. We have to do 
something drastic and we did. 

In reviewing caring as connected to students identified by al1 ten participants, 1 

noted cornmonalties among al1 administrators. 

Al1 ten participants highlighted the importance of knowing the students and 

spending time connecting with them. Certainly, the ways this was done varied fiom 

person to person, but it was the underlying theme of specific exarnples and philosophies 

discussed in al1 interviews. 

Listening tu students was specifically identified by six administrators. 

Schoolwide themes and projects, with direct involvement of the principal were 

identified by four of five elementary principals as ways to relate to students in a way that 



lets them know you care about what they do as individuals and what they do to contribute 

to their school. 

The two hi& school principals emphasized the importance of attending school 

events where students are performing to dernonstrate that you care about what they do 

and that you value what they do. This interest was seen to go a long way in being 

foundational to student relationships. 

It was identified as important by five administrators to convey the message to 

students that a visit to the principal's office could be for positive reasons -- the principal 

shouid not be the one to be seen only when you are 'in trouble.' 

Laying the groundwork of caring relationships with students is seen as effective 

when the tirne cornes to deal with those same students in areas of discipline. The 

relationship does not start with the interaction dealing with a behavioural concern, but 

already has a base to be built on from previous interactions. 

Six principals -- three elernentary and three secondary - reported that it is 

important to let students know consistent rules apply to everyone in terms of providing a 

safe environment in their school. A comrnon feeling to strive for was to have the student 

know what happens in a disciplinary action is related to the specific behaviour or 

problem. It is important for the students to realize you still care about them as human 

beings. The consequence is directly related to the concem. 

Caring for Parents 

Female EIernentary Principals 

Dorothy. 

informing parents about what is going on in the school 



inviting parents to school and make them feel welcome at such events as open 
houses, information evenings and helping within the classroom 

making them feel like they are part of the whole school environment 

sending messages or cards to parents in cases of bereavement or serious illness 
of family members 

calling parents to inquire as to their child's condition after an accident or 
illness dealt with at school 

focussing with the parent on the care you are giving the student in dealing with 
disciplinary actions -- 1 guess with disciplining, even with parents and kids 
that are not 'on side' at the time, if you try and focus on the fact that the 
reason you7re going through this with them and the kid is because you care 
about the kid - you care enough to try and be a little tougher to get them back 
where they should be. 

Respect would be part of that. The other thing that 1 found usefid too was 
to make sure that it wasn't a one-time issue that you sat with them. At the end 
of the meeting and after you decided what was going to happen, then you set 
another day a month later, or two weeks later, whatever was appropriate, to 
Say tve7re al1 going to meet here again in three weeks, or a month, and see 
what of these things are working and what things we need to change to make it 
work. 

I think that gives them a powerfd message that you7re not dismissing 
them and leaving them on their own to work this out. You want to make sure 
that it works for everybody. 

Anne. 

calling parents with good news -- So those phone calls build you a lot of good 
rapport, plus some of the parents want to talk about other issues or something 
they saw or did or those kinds of things. That really helps to build some 
positive kinds of things. 

listening to parents -- The other thing is that 1 think what works for the kids 
works for some of these, al1 of these parents. They want to be listened to; they 
want to know what happened to their kid. They want to know it's fair. So 1 
have a mie that if a kid comes in to my office, the parent knows about it, not 
necessarily every Little kid that comes with a positive thing because they have 
the note home and we publish it in the newsletter. The negative kinds of 
things, if it comes to my attention, it's corne past the iunchroom supervisor or 
the recess teacher. If it gets into here, 1 think 1 need to make a phone cal1 home 
to Say "1 really need your help. This is the issue. This is what we did with it. 
Do you think we missed anythmg? 



getting to know your comrnunity gives you knowledge as to how to handle 
families and parents 

welcoming parents as volunteers 

working with the parent advisory council; let them be your sounding board 

hiring staff from within the parent community -- 1 think we can7t afford to 
work in isolation fkom our community and that it is important for me to always 
remember that however effective or ineffective 1 thuik they are in parenting, 1 
have never met a parent who didn7t want the best for their child. 

Sornetimes in the imer city schools it is easy to forget that because you 
can point at many tangibles and you can Say if they really cared for that child, 
this would not be happening. But, 1 really want to treat people as if they cared 
for their children , if 1 believe that they want the best. 

We've made it a practice here that wherever we have the choice to hire 
people from inside this comuni ty  - right now, 1 have seven teacher assistants 
who are also parents. And that has its ups and downs, sometimes you don? get 
people who are completely ... 

From way long ago w-e had a history, and it's arnazing how enduring some 
of these things are of not welcoming parents, to the extent that if you came to 
pick up your children you were expected to wait outside. I can't imagine 
people being tolerant of that, but they were. 

So we've had a long haul to get past some of that. Hiring people from 
inside the comrnunity, inviting parents to corne when we have a problem that 
we need to solve, so I don't send you the solution, we7re going to try and talk it 
out together. 

comrnunicating regularly with parents - telephone call, good news postcards 
mailed to parents 

cornrnunity potluck suppers 

encouraging parents to value what they have to offer to their children -- Again 
trying to encourage parents as much as they cm to be as involved as they cm 
be with their children and saying to them over and over again what you have 
to offer to the kids is important. We make a very large point of saying to 
parents if you have another language at home you would not be doing us a 
favour to take that language away fiom the child. That was a gifi that you give 
to your child and we don? expect you to speak English at home for our 
s&e ... and we need to really Say that often. 



cornrnunity outreach programs for parents -- We've worked hard to get a parent 
council going ... hard work but one of the things that have helped is that I've 
used part of my staffmg allocation to hire a comrnunity outreach person who is 
also a member of this cornmunity and is a parent here, who works a couple of 
hours doing outreach and making people welcome and planning things like 
moms and tots crafis afternoons and some of those kinds of things. 

We've set up a parenting resource centre in a classroom that as far as I'm 
concemed belongs to them. I donTt interfere with what goes on in that room, 
how they decorate it or what they want to do with it. They have as a parent 
council been very active in setting up their own parenting classes and getting 
good twnouts. 

They've aslied our social worker to be a faciIitator for them but 1 think 
they really tum out to be sharing kinds of evenings with lots of people. This 
rnakes some very nice bonds in the cornrnunity. 

being active in supporting family events, being visible, dishing up potatoes, 
babysitting during parenting course 

developing tmsting relationships -- It a11 comes back to making an investment 
by wanting to go a little M e r  and what 1 hope in retum is that when we have 
a concem or an issue that we c m  talk about that together. 

In a lot of ways, we really go maybe above and beyond the cal1 of duty as 
far as trying ... 1 will drive people to appointments if 1 have to do that. We've 
done, 1 think, ten kids through the Lens Craflers program where we got glasses 
for those youngsters because the parents haven't been able ;o. 1 will, if sorne 
M e  guy doesn't show up, rnom and 1 will drive around in the car until we find 
them. 

1 will do those things, but in return when the going gets tough, 1 expect 
that we wiil be able to sit down and you will understand as a parent that we're 
on your side. that we are not the enemy, that 1 am not always able to give you 
good news but that we're working in this together. 

Our interest is the same and so 1 really think that sometimes it's through 
those very simple things like taking someone to an appointment when they 
really need to or if you see them on the Street on a really cold day asking them, 
"Do you need a ride?" 

When a parent has some sort of trust in the school, that child7s attendance 
reflects that interest. That a parent shows interest in the kind of work that goes 
home, is in response to some of that, because you know when we're driving 
around in a car we can talk to each other I can kind of Say "Have you ever 
tried ... or whatever?" "Have you thought about this?" or "How are things 
going?" and sometimes 1 cm get a better relationship going in the front of my 
Toyota then 1 can sitting here like this you know. The relationship is different 
and the authoritv structure is a little different. 



giving parents an important position in your school -- We're really 
conscientious about parents taking a paramount position - my vice principal 
knows that if we get a phone cal1 from a parent we are obliged to return that 
cd1 that same day, this isn't a put-off until tomorrow. If we're in the building, 
it'll go back today and if a parents waks in, they don't need an appointment, 
they go to the front of the line, because I don't know, if waiting another ten 
minutes will be enough to go away, 1 may never see thern again. 

So when they corne in and they share a problem 1 will tell thern what I'm 
going to do about it. I will make a point of calling them back to Say tlis is 
what happened , this is how I've resolved it and, 1 don't know, if that's exactly 
what's you wanted me to do but here's what 1 found out, and again so that we 
can keep that going on a positive note. 

Male Elernentarv Principals 

Fred. 

developing connections with students who convey to their parents the caring 
messages about you as their principal 

making sure you are available when they need you - this could mean early 
morning or late evening meetings when they are available 

attending school events and interacting with parents there - cheering children 
on, being excited about their accornplishments 

cornrnunicating to parents regularly - newsletters, telephone calls 

demonstrating to parents that we are here for their kids 

responding to their concerns or calls 

working with parent council and with smaller focus groups of parents 

0 valuing their views 



Femaie Secondary Principals 

Mary. 

informirig parents about discipline issues 

being there to listen to parents 

making personal contacts -- We have a teacher that's been in hospital and isn't 
going to be available for parent conferences at al1 on Thursday evening and 
Friday. 

Now, 1 could just have sent a letter to ail those parents. Instead, I've 
chosen to make a personal comection with each one. That's a very different 
exchange then sending a letter to Say Mrs. so-and-so is unavailable, please cal1 
the school if you have any concems. 

I'm able to find out what they might have specifically wanted to know and 
if 1 can be helpful with that I give them the information. If not, it gives them an 
opportunity for them to tell me anything else they want. 

telephoning parents when you have had a connection with a student where 
the student is il1 or has some very emotional thing happen to them 

Male S e c o n d q  Principals 

treating them as people - pleasant, courteous, reasonable, honest - but not 
brutal 

listening - if they are angry, see them as soon as possible 

letting them know you are on the sarne side in wanting to solve a problem 

putting yourself out for them - stay late to see them 

William. 

listening to their perspective -- 1 aiways believe that with parents you have to 
start out by being a good listener. When you're talkng about their children, 
they're coming at it fiom a different perspective. Of course, you canot dispute 
that strong emotionai bond that is there and so, if something does corne up, 
especially if their son or daughter is sharing an incident and it's fiom their 



perspective, and it's been changed or embellished in some way, if they happen 
to be upset or angry, the first thing 1 want to do is give them an opportunity to 
explain where they're coming fiorn. 

Once 1 have listened to them and 1 will question them on what they need, 
once they've had their Say, it makes them feel they're being listened to, but 
then, at the same tirne, when I'm able to look at it from my perspective or the 
school's perspective, I think that they're usudly calm and open-minded 
themselves to listen. 

1 don? try to get into a confrontation with a parent. 1 wish 1 could Say 1 
have been successful 100% of the tirne. 1 haven't but most of the time 1 really 
do believe it's worked. Even so, situations that haven't worked out in the sense 
that we both agree, at least, we're able to walk away saying that we agree to 
disagree. 

ùivolving parents as parent council members and volunteers 

inviting parents to serve on school cornmittees 

Thomas. 

valuing the input of parents and working in partnership with them 

being approachable to parents 

validating their concerns; being disciplined to listen to their side, working on 
the 'same team' -- A parent phones up and they're mad because of this and this 
and this ... and 1 feel defensiveness welling up inside. I try to discipline myself 
to listen and, I'li 'be very careful with my phrases. Before agreeing that yes, 
that teacher did that. I'll say yes, for something like that to happen, it would be 
most disturbing. 

In a generic way, saying what you're describing is really a bad thing, but 
now we need to move forward and find out if it happened this at way, or if 
there is another side to the story. 

By that point ... 1 have been listening. 1 have been validating their concerns 
and we're on the same side. 

Then we can get into a problem-solving mode and once their blood 
pressure is down, they're willing to consider the fact that maybe there7s another 
side to the story, whatever the circumstances might be. 

In sumrnarizing the total responses to ways that the participants respond to 

parents and let them know they care, 1 believe their input c m  be summed up to Say that 

they al1 believe in being available to parents, to consider them as an important partner in 



the school, to listen to their views and to work together in respectfd ways. Al1 ten 

participants referred to this listening process and the willingnzss to meet parents on their 

tenns. 

Al1 elementary principals commented on positive ways to communicate with 

parents about their individual children as ways to build tmsting relationships in an 

ongoing fashion. 

Al1 principals emphasized the importance of clear communication to parents 

involving specific incidents with students, as well as regular school events. 

Involving parents actively in the school setting as volun~eers~ cornmittee 

members, and parent council members was mentioned by eight participants. 

Ranking Caring As A Leadership Quality 

Participants were asked to rank the importance of caring as a leadership quality in 

a school administrative position. In this section, 1 have grouped information and 

responses given according to comrnon beliefs stated by the participants. 

Al1 ten administrators rated it as an important priority, using such phrases as 

"one of the top few qualities," "nurnber one priorityY7 and "the most important quality a 

school administrator c m  possibly possess." 

Mark cautioned that it must be quaiified as to what 'caring7 means as we rank it as 

a quality of value for leadership. 

If it7s somebody that's very high in empathy and can't get much done - 1 wouldn't 
rank that very high. If it is motivation to create a good climate and to achieve 
something together then 1 would rank it as the highest. If it is somebody who 
cares in the sense of having a really strong desire to do a great job and to do it in a 



really good climate. It is comecting to people, it is the human dimension, but it is 
ais0 their own drive that will make that kind of difference. 

Foundation to Administration 

Eight participants ranked caring highly as they consider its link to effective 

hurnan relationships and its foundational aspect to school administration. 

Glen stated that the "culture of caring where students corne first" has been the top 

priority in his school division where he has worked for twenty-five years. He emphasized 

that caring has always been the first priority considered in hiring staff. "Afier that, you 

look at things like leadership, vision, organization, persona1 skilis, communication. But I 

think, in this division, first and foremost, caring is right up there." 

Cathy comrnented: 

Absolutely critical - without that human element, it doesn't really matter how 
effective we are in implementing curriculum or following through on policies or 
procedures. This has to be a human place for everybody that's here. We say for 
kids it has to be a safe and happy place to be and nobody has a right to take that 
away. When that element of caring is there we can get on with the work that we 
have to do. 

1 don? want to give anyone the impression that this is our only work. Our 
work is to educate those children and to give them the best possible academic 
foundation, but you have to move that other stuff out of the way and by 
acknowledging the importance of childxen and their differences, their very special 
qualities, we are better able to do our job. 

Joan agreed that you cm leam how to do al1 the administrative details about what 

you need to do. You can l e m  about group operation, you c m  l e m  curriculum, coaching 

-- al1 of those things, but underlying al1 of that is the trust and respect which she thùiks is 

closely connected to caring. 

When you think of how cornplex everybody's lives are, 1 think to miss that 
element of caring is to really almost deny that there's a human aspect to what we 
do. I think of the people 1 knew as school administrators and 1 thought - Who had 
a real impact on me? And it was the people who took the time - to know my 



narne - and that sounds pretty basic - but knowing who 1 was - the people who 
would know something about me or my family and in tuni connect back with me 
around that. 

Thomas descnbed caring as an essential quality in that he sees it pemeating al1 

aspects of the administrative role. He shared a current interviewing situation where 

qualities for hiring a new school administrator were being considered. Their seiection 

tearn included very prominently, within the list of qualities that they wanted in a person, 

an authentic interest in kids "because that's what we're about - an authentic valuing of 

children." Thomas emphasized that it hm to be authentic, because '%fis job has a 

mechanical aspect, we make lists, we make tirnetables, we do al1 that, and we can 

function as managers, but this job is so much more than that. So I think as we look at this 

case to bnng a new individual into the administrative ranks, we want a person who has a 

genuine, authentic valuing of children." 

Interviewing Process 

oorothy agreed that caring would "be right up there and that it certainly has to be 

one of the characteristics for anyone in leadership." She also felt, though that to judge 

'caring' in an interview would not be easy -- "you could certainly talk about caring 

without caring." 

Mary expressed her views with regard to current interviewing practices and 

caring. She reported that in the interviewing process, selection team members are looking 

for a caring personality, but she doesn't feel that importance is placed on quality in the 

questioning process. 

That's interesting, because that isn't something that we identiG. It's something 
that we thread through what we see when we're doing an interview. You talk 
about organization, you talk about the curriculum, you talk about d l  those kinds 



of things that are tangible, and 1 guess, when we interview, we're looking for a 
personality sense that wouid have caring in it - that you're looking for that, but it 
wouldn't be a tangible thing. 

Would it be important? 1 would think that it wouid be very important, 
which leads to your question. 1 don't think we put importance on it. How you 
demonstrate that you care for students? would be a question to ask. 

It's that interview you do and you know in the first minute and a half 
something about that person - you feel you do just because of the way they 
present. You7re looking for a caring person, but you're asking them ail kinds of 
different questions. 

Staff Relationships 

Fred ranked caring highly as he links caring to staff in that he has a strong belief 

that "if you serve your people, if you meet their needs, if you are doing the things they 

require, or you help thern in ways that they would like, then they will tend to corne 

through for you." 

Anne viewed caring as directly related to staff morale. 

1 place it very high. I guess because 1 see caring highly comected to the morale of 
staff. What the morale of staff' is depends on how caring the tearn is: amongst 
themselves, not just necessarily one person to another, vice versa, also - there's a 
two-way street there. It also maybe motivates them. 1 know that 1 cm risk, 1 
know that 1 can try, 1 know that 1 c m  ask for ... and I'm not going to be met with a 
closed door, or told that's not quite what the curriculum says, or no, that doesn't 
fit. So 1 would place it very, very high. 

William stated that if the caring is not there, the respect of people is lost. He 

descnbed education as being in the "hurnan relations business every moment of every day 

whether that's with student, colleagues or with parents -- really it's with al1 three." Ln 

considering the huge nurnber of hurnan interactions each day, he declared: 

if we can't be a caring individual we're not going to be serving the students, 
serving our colleagues the way we might. 1 do believe if you're a caring 
individual whether it's good times or tough times, you're still going to be able to 
move forward. 



Trust featured in many of the interviews as participants discussed their views of 

caring as a valued leadership quality. William stated his thoughts this way: "Caing is 

one of those extremely high important qualities that we want. Trust is right there with it 

and it works hand in hand. A trusting relationship is one that involves caring." 

Caring: Gender and Personality Style 

Participants were asked whether they believed caring was related to gender or 

personality styles. In this section, responses fiom participants are presented with regard 

to content. 

Personality Stvle 

Seven participants stated that there may be some gender-related issues but al1 ten 

agreed that personality styles were more prorninently related to caring and the perception 

of caring. 

Ioan compared herself with her male colleague in a similar position and felt that 

their styles were difierent -- "Sometimes 1 think, I might be viewed as my style being 

sofier; his is a little brisker, but in the end we both care deeply." Ln considering other 

administrators and herself, she believes "It's the style and sometimes you get caught up in 

the style. You think that a person doesn't care, but really when you process that, there's a 

lot of caring there, it's just a slightly different way of presenting it." 

Mary stated that there is a "male-female sornething there but there's a personality 

style issue, too." She also shared that stereotyping c m  corne into play, recalling an 

example of a particular adrninistrator who has a background in the rnilitary. 



When we are outside iooking into the school, we are stereotypically saying that 
there are some r n i l i t q  styles as to how he runs things - very cut and dried, does 
use a loud voice sometimes. Again we have to be careful, because that does not 
preclude that he is not caring. 

Anne noted that the gender issue may be referred to in initial perceptions of a 

situation but personality is the real factor: 

1 think right off the hop, before they get to know a persan, gender is an issue. 1 
think I've seen that and I've heard parents Say that. He's not caring, she's caring, 
well, it's a wom an... and it always tends to be around women and caring. It7s not 
necessady ûue when you get a little deeper. You c m  have uncaring women and 
very caring men. It doesn't seem to be an issue but to begin with.. .if you delve 
deeper it depends on the personality. 

Thomas' view was that even though the gender representation in administrators is 

more of a balance than it once was, the way we understand the position of principalship 

has evolved as well. He stated that we have moved far beyond the principal as a 

management role. 

1 think we are rnoving beyond that though we well know there are some who hang 
on to some of those things fiom the p s t ,  1 think the emerging breed of school 
administrator includes caring as an essential quaiity. 

1s it because there are more women? 1 would Say that7s not without its 
influence, but I think it's a larger trend that's undenvay -- our overall 
understanding of what this job is al1 about. 1 think men and women may function 
somewhat differently in the role and the strengths of both are vaiued. 1 tend to 
believe i f s  more of an individual style. 

Cathy worded her thoughts on the gender issue as such: 

1 worked for some femde administrators who appeared to be very uncaring. The 
vice principal that I have here right now is a very caring person and offers a very 
special perspective, especially to those kids who don7t have that male role model. 

1 think by nature women tend to be more caring and it is more acceptable, 
you know society accegts that in us a Little more easily. 1 don't think it always has 
to be that way. 

Perhaps that's one of our goals to work against that idea, the guy has to be 
the rough, tough kind of person and I can af%ord to be a little.. .because 1 am also 



very tough and the kids here would have no trouble teIling you which of the 
grownups was in charge and that's not because 1 want to push rny weight around 
but 1 think kids want to know that somebody here is in charge and will rnake sure 
you are safe and don? allow you to be hurt here. 

Wiiliam expressed his belief that caring is more related to personality than to 

gender in this way: 

I've always felt it's more related to personality, and I say that in light of the fact 
that of al1 the people I've known in my life, if 1 was keeping a score sheet, I'd 
probably see females in al1 walks of life to perhaps be a little more open in terms 
of being caring people but 1 still think when it cornes down to it, it is a personality 
tking. 

Fred agreed that caring is related to personality as he stated his views in 

this manner: 

1 think it's easier to show caring if you aren't a Type A personality - if you aren't a 
concrete-sequential kind of person. Number one, because you sense other 
people's feelings more, hopefully they sense yours a little more. You're a Iittle 
less structured or rigid, sometimes if you approach situations in a structured or 
ngid way, there's an appearance that you don? care, even though as often as not, 
you probably do very much. So I think style has a fair amount to do with how you 
are perceived. 

Staff Expectations Related to Gender 

Dorothy shared her experiences with regard to staff expectations placed on male 

principals and female principals: 

1 think there are differences in gender. 1 mean it's probably more personality 
styles, but 1 think there are differences in gender. 1 think there are differences in 
the expectations. 1 think men who do their job and don't pay a whole lot of 
attention to the littie chats about how you're feeling and how you're doing and 
how your mother is and how your mother-in-law is and so on, would not be 
expected to ask those questions but the minute that you're a woman, 1 think that 
the expectation is there. 1 have actually observed this in changes from male 
principals to female principals that 1 have worked with. 

It is the expectations of staff, not only in that way but also in terms of what 
you rnight discuss with people of different genders -- what you think they might 



put up with, listen to, do something about - which 1 think is part of caring. It is 
thinking that the male probably isn't going to be too interested or too accepting 
about your concems in a particular area, but if you take them to the woman, then 
she just might ... I've seen that happen. 

1 think it's probably both. It probably doesn't have a whole lot to do with 
gender. But 1 think by nature 1 think that a larger percentage of women would 
tend to be more ... maybe not, more caring ... but would appear to be more caring 
than men. 

Societal Expectations Reiated to Gender 

Mark has a different perspective with regard to gender related issues. He stated 

that he believed that leadership has a lot to do with personality, but offered these related 

views: 

Maybe it's a little of both - 1 think it's personality style - but how do you get the 
personality? How do certain people get the functions that they have? I think that 
itos a lot easier for men to show a range of caring in a school system because they 
have traditionally had those roles. 

Nobody thinks it's a weakness if a man says he just loves a primary 
assernbly. There are successful male principals who are real 'softies' about 
pnmary kids or kindergartens. I think it's been socially more acceptable for male 
administrators to have this range of definitions of caring. 

I think it's harder for women to express al1 of those and be taken senously. 
If a woman emotes too much about kindergarten and grade one then she's just a 
'primai).' femaie. in a way I think women have been forced into seeming tougher. 
1 think that the women principals are tougher than the men. Most men find it 
easier to Say yes and offer it with arnbiguity and women have found it harder 
because people's view of them in that role is newer. 1 don? think either one cares 
less - it's how they express it. 

Organizational or Societal Barriers to Caring 

Participants were asked to identiQ organizational or societal barriers to caring in 

an administrative position. An inclusive list of barriers identified and fiequency of 

commonalties noted are as follows: 

1 . dealing wi th uncaring or marginai teachers - identified by four principals 

2. societal 'hands-off policy - identified by three principals 



public perception of schools and education - identified by three principals 

provincial expectations - identified by two principals 

punitive discipline policy - identified by one principal 

lack of time to connect with teachers resulting in less effective communication 

than desired - identified by one principal 

job-related pressures - identified by one principal 

lack of the feeling of being valued - identified by one principal 

lack of trust in a new situation - identified by one principal 

10. limitations to involvement with students - identified by one principal 

I 1. dealing with health and social agencies - identified by one principal 

Dealing with Uncarina or Marginal Teachers 

Glen discussed his feelings that uncaring teachers create barriers to the kind of 

environment he wishes to create in his school. 

They're no longer here - and 1 Say that very sincerely. I think you can be first and 
foremost a caring teacher and secondly, equally an effective teacher. If that first 
quality is not there, then there is really no place for you in this building. 

People will definitely sense that. The people who have left felt that they 
still needed to teach the way 1 was taught in the 50's and the 60's where it was 
performance, very little empathy or caring and they are no longer here. They have 
rnoved on. 

1 think the staff very quickly sensed that. People knew me before 1 arrived 
here. My reputation possibly preceded me and people, those who didn't know me, 
very quickly realized what I was looking for - what kind of school 1 was trying to 
build - what we were trying to build, maybe at first what I was trying to vision. 

I've had very little patience or tolerance - and people know that - for 
teachers who are not carhg. 1 will go to al1 means possible - to possibly coach 
them. But how do you coach - how do you work with someone who is 45 or 50 
years old, who, in rny opinion, has been somewhat inconsiderate, rigid in his way, 
really does not care, or demonstrate very much care or love for children? 

There was an example that 1 will never forget about two years ago when 
we had ... early in the school year when we greet kids and welcome them officially 
to the school - after about three weeks of school. We have a big barbecue and al1 



kinds of activities in the schooiyard in the aftemoon. Basically we're saying that 
we're glad you're here, we're happy you're here. We're going to have a lot of fun 
this year. 

Families are weicome. It starts at noon and goes till about three. E had to 
return this huge barbecue that we'd borrowed and when 1 came back at about 
1 :00, 1 :30, 1 pulled up in the staff parking lot. There were games going on here 
with classes in the fiont yard. 

When 1 got out of my car, I noticed a teacher sitting on the steps here with 
a student next to him - no, I'm sorry, the teacher was with bis class. The student 
was sitting by herself on the steps and she was crying. She had been sent there to 
do homework that she had not finished that morning in class. 

When I got out of my car and 1 saw her and 1 walked up to her, my heart 
just went out for this little one. 

That is what 1 saw and expenenced as a kid at school and I was hoping 
that 30 years later it was gone. But obviously, it was still around with some 
people. The message is clear - that is not acceptable at dl .  

When questioned as to whether these teachers that left would have felt that he 

cared about them, Glen acknowIedged: 

At one point, maybe, no longer. I have to Say that in al1 honesty. 1 think, you 
talk, you coach, you encourage, you model, you try to demonstrate what it's al1 
about ... but, at one point ... I mean, this school is not here for them. 1 am not out to 
maintain a payroll Cor people who donTt support children. So it was time for them 
to move on. 

Fred agreed that uncarhg teachers are a barrier to the ways he believes that 

children shouid be treated. 

It cornes out with the staff too, that we're not going to let these kids get away with 
anything - we're going to nail them to the wall whenever they screw up. 

That's probably the biggest barrier to showing that you care. These are 
usually the first people who will Say they really care about kids, they care about 
what they learn. 

On the other hand, their practice doesn't always match. 

Thomas shared his concem of teachers' uncaring ways as a barrier to the caring 

atmosphere he wants for his students' learning environment. 

Within our profession, we have a wide range of people and the vast majority of 
teachen do a really good job. But there are those who, for whatever reason, are 
not where they need to be. In some cases, it's a very narrow view of the job - 



folks that teach at the front of the room, the kids at their desks, and the textbook in 
between. 

It's a challenge. This is not a profession where we come, do something to 
kids -- it's a one-way and off we go home. When we have people who are 
somewhat tending in that direction, 1 tbnk it becomes my job as an educationai 
leader to work with them and encourage their growth and understanding. 

I don't expect everybody to be 'warm fuzzies' -- we al1 have our 
personalities. 

Caring can be expressed in many different ways. I want rny teachers to 
care for their kids as evidenced in the context of their own personalities. When 1 
see teachers in the office phoning a number of parents, that's terrific - that's 
caring, that's taking the time to let parents know that the teacher cares. 

There are just so many ways. 
I think as school communities we work towards becoming increasingly 

caring comrnunities -- groups that are really cornmitted to kids. 
Will we ever arrive at the perfect state? Probably not -- it's a people 

business and we have to be redistic. There's always going to be those who 
stniggle. 

Anne felt that a barrier to caring in her position is to consider the situation of 

dealing with marginal teachers. However, she added that she would not be caring if she 

did not deal with the issue. 

1 think of heavy issues like supervising the marginal teacher -- if you don't 
address that, you [ose your credibility with the staff. You c m  still be caring in the 
way you handle it. 

We say we want kids to respect us, so we better show the respect back. 
There is that fine line showing respect and showing a hard hand. And that's a 
tough one - it's not an easy one, and we deal with that ail the time. 

I saw that, as a reai heavy, as a barrier, even the firing of teachers and the 
dismissing of teachers. We've had that issue come up here and that's a real tough 
one, but when al1 is said and done, 1 get paid the big bucks, that's what I'rn 
supposed to do. And there's still a caring way to do it. 

Societal 'Hands-Off PoIicy 

When Mary thought of societal barriers, she thought of 

the big news stories that fit around your definition of caring. The f ~ s t  one 1 cm 
think of is the touching part. There are things we don't do and there are things we 
do. 1'11 certainly put my hand on a kid's shoulder. 1 think I've even put my arm 
around somebody -- and there are times I wouldn't do that. There are things we 



have to be aware of. It doesn't mean to care we have to touch ... there are things 
Iike rustling the h a k j u s t  becorning more visible, being more informed of d l  
those things. 

Fred concurred that there have been changes with regard to societal views about 

touching children: 

This has certainly changed over the years 17ve been involved ... 1 think touching 
still occurs, but that it occurs in different ways, in the sense of where you touch 
children now, and how you touch chiken .  

I think a lot of the hugs go on and that's often a fairly important part, in 
particular with primary children, if you have them, physical space is critical - they 
like to crowd in, t!iey like to touch part of you - some of those little ones. 

1 think what has happened regarding child abuse, perhaps more just the 
visibility of it or the publishing of incidents has created a caution with teachers 
and a cautious society. 

1 don't think it's probably that pervasive, or that serious, but 1 do believe 
that it has had somewhat of an effect. I know for example now, if I'm talking, and 
I've been doing this for a number of years, to a female student, 1 will only do it 
with my door open. Particularly with discipline issues, I don't want to put myself 
in a compromising situation. And yet, you want to show them that you care by 
what you Say and how you Say it, itos dificult to do with the door open. 

Cathy reported that the societal 'hands-off' thinking is a barrier to caring in her 

school. 

We give hugs here you know we'll probably wind up in jail for it but ... and if a 
kid cornes to me and wants a hug ... sony, that's the way it's going to be 1711 Say to 
children, "Do you want a hug or a handshake?" and you get to pick, but if a child 
wants a hug 1 just ... 

There are the kinds of things that Say no, you aren't supposed to be 
hugging kids you know, 'hands of f ,  and that is a barrier and one that I'm prepared 
to take my chances with. 

Every now and then you find the sort of people who want to do the 
bogeyman thing on you - 'the principal will get yod and I think that's a barrier 
when kids already come to school being feamil. What's going to happen when 
they get here and the principal is going to hurt you if things don? work? 

On the other hand, Glen didn't feel any societal barries with regard to caring, and 

more specifically touching children, in his school cornmunity. 



As a matter of fact, 1 think, parents are iooking for that. 1 found a lot of support 
that way. We ran an open house one evening for kindergarten registration and one 
of the parents, as we were touring the building, asked me if in the school we 
allowed teachers to hug kids. I was quite taken back by that and 1 made it very 
clear that we encourage that. We7ve never had any problems with anyone 
complaining about that. 1 would hate to have a building where that didn't happen. 

1 know times have changed because, 1, myself, was a grade four teacher for 
a long time and used to play with kids and times have changed - much more 
cautious. 

Overall, 1 think parents in this comrnunity have a lot of faith, a lot of 
confidence in what we're doing - maybe too much, in a sense. I sometimes fear 
that overconfidence that they have. 1 think they feel that we are really looking 
after their kids. 

1 think they know that we care about them - whether it's my secretary 
phoning to Say your little one was on the playground and fell and he hit his head, 
or he scraped himself, and everybody fiom the custodian to the secretary, al1 the 
way up, 1 think conveys to parents - and society in this çommunity - the message 
that we do care. 

Public Perception of Schools and Education 

Anne stated that the public perception of schools and education is a barrier in her 

role as an adrninistrator. She spoke of the fact that parents may view their own home 

school as effective, but this belief is not common to their beliefs about education in 

general. 

I think out there in society there is that whole perception that schooIs aren't doing 
their jobs, they should be able to stop this behaviour - the discipline isn't good, 
the behaviour isn't good - and it's al1 our fault. 

We've just done a cornrnunity survey - parents in this school will find this 
school caring and wonderful. [t's ail the other schools that aren't. That's true of 
any school; it's their school that's the best. But when they write in the survey, 
there's way too much bullying ... if you were to do a follow-up, 1 know nine times 
out of ten it's not there, at our school because this and this is in place, but it's out 
there, you just have to read the newspapers. 

Thomas expressed a need to educate the comrnunity widi regard to the public 

perception of schools. 

First of all, some of it has to do with education in the comrnunity. 1 know that a 
lot of people in society have high expectations in schools, and 1 have no difficulty 



with that what so ever. 1 think all of us in the system should have high 
expectations. We also have to never lose sight of the fact of, again, who we are 
working for. 

Every community is different - the needs of school communities are very, 
very hi&, especially in the social-emotional end. Some communities, when you 
look at family situations that students are coming fiom, the baggage that rnany 
students are bringing to class day in and day out, 1 think there has to be an 
understanding on the part of the community that yes, the school wants to meet 
their expectations. but it has to tempered with the understanding of the real other 
needs, the non-educational needs that students have. If we're going to achieve 
anything in the educational realm, we do have to do what we c m  to meet those 
other needs, too. 

From Joan's perspective, the way the public views the role of an administrator c m  

be a barrier to her caring ways. 

How you approach things may be different. I've even had a parent Say to me, 
"Well, you're the principal of this school, you can just tell that teacher to do that, 
because he7s a C E 0  of a Company. And he probably does tell whoever ... basically 
how it needs to go and that works for him partly because you don? perform in 
private companies and you're out. I'm not sure there's a lot of caring sometimes 
in companies. 

That's obviously not what we know about good learning environments. 
They need to be caring, they need to support everyone involved and so 1 think 
sometimes part of the barrïer is just people's pictures of what an administrator 
should be, how that person should operate. You have to be conscious of that and 
find the middle ground. 

Provincial Expectations 

Mary and Glen identified provincial expectations as barriers to caring. Mary 

expressed her opinion as follows: 

1 guess the organizational ones would be the expectations with al1 of the excellent 
work that is coming out of the department. Fundamentaily, things are changing. 
We will become a lock-step -- we expect kids at this grade level to have these 
things -- and that could work. We could achieve a balance of that. 1 see it being a 
little more difficult because we're going to be faced with accountability on 
prograrn. 

There's al1 kinds of work that's been done at the top -- an incredible 
amount of philosophicai discussion has gone on and has made us d l  stronger 
because we know the kids. We know the h d s  of programs they need. 1 don't 
see people giving up to look at the program. 1 see people looking at how they can 



adjust things to meet the department requirements and still make it sornething that 
they need. 

When questioned as to if this meant always coming back to focus on the child, 

Mary confirmed this stating, "Yes, and 1 think we always will. It just makes it more 

difficult, because it is a pretty sincere occupation with the people there who try extremely 

hard to do what they are supposed to do." 

Glen shared the view that some provincial directions do not blend with the caring 

school environment he wishes to foster. 

1 have found that's been a real shift and 1 paid the p ice  last year. 1 had a lot of 
trouble accepting the fact that eight-year olds would write two forty-rnhute exams 
in math and I really downplayed the math exam al1 year. Well, we paid for it at 
the end of the year. Our kids did not perform al1 that well. 1 think, within about 
four hours of the results being published, 1 got a phone cal1 fiom the board office. 
It was a wry polite phone cal1 - it was simply to point out what 1 already knew. 

But 1 find the direction that this province is taking -- which, 1 guess, 
basically, North Arnerica is iaking -- very difficult at times to blend the caring and 
that whole atmosphere that you're trying to create with this direction of testing, 
especially testing little ones. 1 have fewer problems with grade six and senior 1 in 
this building. But when 1 look at eight-year olds, 1 do have problems with that. 

Dorothy felt that although there are 'things that come fiom the department' that 

could be considered barriers, there are ways to work around these issues with care. 

1 think you could still get around them because even with the things that corne 
from the department, you can work with your staff, with your people to show 
them that you care. It can be kind of a joint effort. The whole thing is kind of a 
partnership. 

1 guess if we think of the situation with the grade three math standard tests, 
for instance ... 1 don? know about your grade three teachers, but mine just went 
through a terrible time. They were just so upset and so tense about this math test 
that was corning. 

The opposite to caring about their feelings would be Say "we have to make 
sure our grade threes get good marks in this and you're the teachers and it's up to 
you." 

1 think in that instance you pull together and make sure that they know 
you're approaching this, understanding how they feel and approaching this fiom 
their point of view. 



Punitive Discipline Policy 

Fred voiced his concern about the barrier created for him by a new draft punitive 

discipline policy in his division. 

There has just come out a sixty-some page draft policy on student discipline that 
is very punitive in nature. 

It has one or two pages on philosophy that talks a little bit about teaching 
students behaviour; the other fifty-eight pages basically document what to do 
when kids screw up and how you handle them and how you don't deviate fiom 
what you're supposed to do. 

That kind of thing to me and a right-wing get tough policy with kids is a 
huge impediment. Because as soon as you start doing things that are arbitrarv, 
you lose the sense of caring. 

Kids see themsehes as another number and another riame - it doesn't 
matter who they are. If  this person did this, this is going to happen to them. 

It doesn7t matter what their home life is like, or what anything else in their 
life is like. If you deal in a punishment mode like that, then kids are fairly quick 
to believe that you don? care. Kids that come to school who haven't eaten, kids 
who come to school who have been beaten by their parents the night before, kids 
who corne to school because the home life is so dysfunctional, we need to provide 
them with an island of sanity. Again, sometimes, these are the kids who are the 
most difficult to do that with. They are ones we have to work the hardest with. 

1 think very strict and rigid policies and very punitive ways of dealing 
with them or right-wing philosophies in dealing with kids are real impediments to 
show that you care. 

It doesn't give you the discretion because everybody expects, and it7s 
written in policy that if " X  happens, then "Y" will have to happen. That means, 
for example if a student swears, the policy may say, for example, that's a one-day 
suspension. Well, in the student's home, swearing is common, every second or 
third word is swearing, and this is what they're used to hearing, anythng on the 
context in which it happens ... it's very much like the zero tolerance on violence. 
1s a push between two grade kids playing soccer the same as a push between two 
grade nine students on the playground? 

If somebody is saying something to a neighbour or a firiend that they intend 
to keep private, and it somehow, accidentally, gets made public, that's a lot 
different fiom somebody standing up on the tallest hi11 and yelling d o m .  

Eyou eliminate the human comection, the caring is gone. 

Lack of Time to Connect with Teachers 

A barrier identified by Joan was the lack of time to comect with teachers resulting 

in less effective communication than she wodd desire. 



The barrier is finding the time to aiways talk - teachers send the kid to the office 
to be disciplined - 1 don? want to be dealing with this in my next two prep 
periods. So I'm always trying to find that middle ground and doing it in a way 
that minimizes the time - be respectfil of their time and yet help to build the kind 
of culture that you want to build. 

I firrd that always to be an issue - people will corne sometimes and Say 1 
didn't get the kind of information 1 needed. I didn't hear what happened. Yes, 1 
take rny lumps for that. You can't always connect with al1 the people you need to 
comect with. 

1 think that leadership is undergoing a change and we've gonz to the whole 
concept of site-based management, the concept around discipline. 

In our division and 1 guess in rnost places, we look at discipline as being a 
tool by which kids learn as opposed to a punishment. Now that doesn't mean 
there won't be consequences to actions, but there's some very different overtones 
to that. 

Not al1 teachers buy into that belief system. When they send a kid to the 
office, they don't want a bleeding heart here. They want somebody whn is going 
to have a senous conversation with this kid and a serious punishment. 

In terms of leadership, kind of trying to find that middle ground in terms of 
that - it doesn't have to be awfùl to have an impact. Yet sometimes people feel 
that if you haven't redly yelled at the kid or given some dire consequences - not 
even consequences - punishment, then there's no impact. You're too caring and 
nothing good cornes out of it. There are people who tend to go more for what we 
cal1 control - my airn is to have order not necessarily control. 

Trying to have the dialogue with the teacher about the learning that we 
want to have the child do - how do we best accomplish that? Usually what 1 
would try and do is get the teacher to the point that - okay this is the choice I've 
made, let's have a provisional try this time and see what happens. Now if this 
happens again, we711 do it your way. We can suspend, or whatever and 
sometimes, it's happened again, and 1 think we would go further logically anyway. 
1 mean, that's not to Say we never do suspend kids. But it's trying to get people to 
focus on the outcome for the kid. 

When it's possible to process it with the teacher ahead of time, trying to 
get the "What would you like to see happen?" 

Job-Related Pressures 

Dorothy shared her belief that job-reiated pressures can create a barrier to caring. 

I'm saying you can be caring but 1 guess as the pressures are greater and there's 
more demands on us it does filter down to staff, for sure. Tirnelines, the province 
- when you think of our jobs as principals in our own division the number of 
things we're responsible for, the number of things we have to respond to, get 
information on, wrïte letters on and so on. 



1 think in those times it's kind of difficuit to balance that kind of pressure 
that we're feeling. Some people probably do a better job of that than others. If 
you are feeling pressured and tired and ovenvhelmed yourself, it's much harder to 
be caring towards others. 

Lack of the Feeling of Being Valued 

Mark stated that the lack of the feeling of being valued may change the way 

administrators care about the whole system and other people in the system. He explained 

that: 

principals, assistant superintendents and superintendents are the only ones in the 
school system who don? ever get the feeling they are valued. Within a school you 
have some control over that environment and it is an environment where people 
work on a human level, but these people work on a human level and an academic 
level and there are ail kinds of resentments and negatives -- very rarely does 
anybody in the system tell any of these people or do anything to show these people 
that they value highly what they are doing. You can be valued less for doing well 
for reasons that are political. 

Though this can be a concem, this doesn't alter what happens with people 
in their buildings with regard to caring for that's in them so deep -- that's what 
they are there for. If they are at al1 successful, but not identical, they are al1 
involved highly in their school. Everybody in the community knows what they 
value. 

Lack of Trust in a New Situation 

Lack of trust in a new situation was identified as a barrier by Joan. 

Sometimes people view that if you're really caring - if you do things with staff - 
you do things with students, that you're just trying to eam brownie points, more 
so, if you're new to a place, until they've really seen that track record. 

But 1 know 1 felt that very much when 1 first carne, if 1 of5ered to cover for 
somebody - they weren't too sure - what was the payback going to be? What was I 
d e r ?  It goes again back to the respect the trust. 

Limitations to Involvement with Students 

A barrier identified by Thomas was the limitations to involvement with students. 

1 think that there may be some things that fnistrate us at times and there are 
limitations to out- involvement in the lives of kids. We've got kids in this building 
that 1 know go home to some pretty tough situations. There's not a lot 1 can do 



about that. We have them for a few hours every day. 1 think for some of them 
school is the happiest time of their day, which is quite awful, but that's the reaiity. 
We influence to the degree that we are able, but there are limits to our infiuence 
beyond the bounds of the school day. 1 don't think we should underestimate our 
influence, but there are boundaries. 

Dealing: with Health and Social Anencies 

Thomas expressed his hstration when he attempts to deal with health and social 

agencies. He explained: 

... not hstrated because we've got it right and they don't, not at dl, but because 1 
think that the way we are stnictured we have these huge and significant 
organizations that are involved in the lives of people and we don't always work 
together well. I think we're beginning to see social services, the medical field and 
education begin to move a little closer together. I hope that trend continues 
because we al1 share a piece of working with people and we al1 have experience. 
There are some youngsters we are trying to support in the school and they have 
outside support over there, and over there ... there's a cast of thousands and 
nobody's really got a handle on it. There are some of those structural things that 
are difficult. 



C W T E R  SIX 

GENERaIZATIONS FROM RESEARCH RESULTS 
TO THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Generalizations Based on the 
Working Definition of Caring 

In my studies, 1 found caring to be a concept that needed to have a working 

definition for the purpose of estabiishing a clear starting point for discussion. The term 

caring, cm appear to be simple, but upon thorough examination becomes more complex 

in its arnbiguity. Intertwining the key words of genzrine, ethical and human connections 

and linking them together as the action of caring served the purpose of taking away the 

obscurity of die term for discussion and exarnple. Without a specified definition, 1 

discovered that the term caring c m  be oversimplified and underrated with its openness to 

individual interpretation. 

Having defined the term and presented it to research participants in their original 

information packages, 1 confirmed the clarity of the working definition before begiming 

each interview. In al1 cases the participants felt that the meaning was clear; however, 

three participants felt the definition could be expanded to include additional 

characteristics of either authenricity or emparhy or attaching value to people and their 

acrions. In al1 cases, the definition served as a comrnon starting point of discussion and 

the key words provided reference points to which either the participant or 1 returned 

during the course of the interview. 

In the three cases where additional key words were noted as possible expansions 

to the defdtions, I noted that each participant incorporated their choice of additional key 



words fieely into their flow of conversation. In either case, their choice of terms seemed 

appropriate in their correlation with the working definition provided. 

Generdizations Based on 
Caring for Staff, Students and Parents 

In al1 interviews the two faces of carhg were obsewed - both the vmm acts of 

human kindness that are generaily associated with caring and the more formai, and even 

roua,  side which can relay the act of caring as well. 

The fact that caring is unique -- that caring c m  change according to the situation 

and the individuals involved -- was evident in al1 interviews. Although it is easy to 

identi@ cornrnon threads of what is significant to each of these principals in their 

thoughts about caring, it would not be possible to capture these commonalties in a way 

that tells others how to care. The fact is that caring is laced ~ 4 t h  natural responses fiom 

these individuals as they report ways they relate to specific human beings in their school 

cornmunities. The participating principals confirmed my belief that it is this genuine 

natural tendency in connecting to others that leads to achieving what 1 have identified as 

the purpose of education: to help each human being become a better human being. 

In surnmarizing the ten interviews, it is my generd impression that, although a 

stratified sampling process was utilized, there were no notable differences nor similarities 

that could be based on these strata in the information that was presented by the 

respondents fi-om each category. Although there were many comrnon ways of caring that 

were shared, these comrnon thoughts could not be attributed to the fact that the 

participant was male or fernale, working at the elementary or secondary level. It was 

valuable to use the stratified sampling, though, for this in itself, suggests that we cannot 



Say that the caring that may be demonstrated in a school environment could be attributed 

to the gender of the principal or to the level of the school. This wodd not be clear had 

the sampling selection included only one gender or oniy one level of school principal or 

an imbalance of each gender or each level. 

Generalizations: Caring for Staff 

In interpreting the data collected as to ways that the participants indicated that 

they let people in their school environments know they care, I arranged the data based on 

gender and on school Ievel for the purpose of seeing if these criteria af5ected the 

information. For these ten participants, it did not make significant differences in the vast 

rnajority of instances. 

There was only one occasion where the information given could be generalized as 

to gender and level. This was in the instance in which the importance placed on the 

acknowledgement of staff contributions is reported -- this trait was evident among the 

information presented by eight principals. Three participants who mentioned one way 

that they acknowledge teachers' contributions by way of writing notes were female, 

elementary principals. Three secondary principals, of both genders, indicated that they 

acknowledge staff verbally and in many cases, publicly. This generalization is based 

solely on information that was shared in conversation. Participants were not questioned 

as to ways of acknowledging individuals, other than ones that came to mind as we talked. 

1 realize that this generalization is not exclusive in its application. 

Taking the time to value the actions and contributions made by individual staff 

members was reported by eight administrators as an important way to let each person 

know they care about what is happening and who is making it happen. 



The power of acknowledging an individual staff member's contributions is 

illustrated strongly with Thomas7 example of taking a moment or two to talk with a new 

teacher after school early in the school year and to affirm his joy in having her join the 

staff. Surely this is the type of confirmation that Ne1 Noddings defines as ways to affirm 

and encourage the best in others, "lifting us toward a better vision of self." 

According to this data, the staff in any one of these principals' schools appear to 

be cared for in genuine, ethical ways as their administrators reported how they value each 

individual as a human being. The human connection most frequently recalled is the 

attention given to knowing staff members both on personai and professional levels. The 

common ways of caring in response to their personal needs were strongly indicated by 

nine participants and their specific examples -- examples that centred on meeting needs as 

to family and medical needs. These crises may not be fiequent, but the way the affected 

individual is treated is cntical to their well-being. Caring connections which are highly 

valued in the schools where the ten participating principals work include being sensitive 

to what can be done to ease a tough situation, responding to needs with time off or with a 

kind word or deed, letting staff members know you understand. This is to live caring -- 

not just to Say we care. This is not to Say diat meeting professional needs is any less 

important, but the foundational aspect of the relationship was placed in that personal 

arena. 

Being open and approachable to conversations with staff throughout the day was 

another common way that seven administrators indicated they were available to listen, to 

problem-solve, to care about what was going on in their lives. Keeping the needs and 

wishes of staff members in mind while attending to administrative tasks, valuing and 



rnisting their input into critical situations and demonstrating the power of listening must 

influence positively any school climate. To build that positive school climate based on 

respecting one another and respecting what al1 are trying to achieve together was defined 

by Mark as the ultimate achievernent -- the ultimate in caring. 

Having a teacher corne to you to role play a conversation with a parent in order to 

prepare for the actual parental contact is a f i e  example of a trusting relationship between 

teacher and principal. 

The knowledge that you can relate to your school principal, who takes the time to 

know you as a person, to acknowledge the value of what you do and to listen to you has 

to develop 'kollegiality, exemplary practice and values" that were noted by Thomas 

Sergiovanni as important to effective leadership with a shared cornmitment to the ethic of 

caring. The values and the collegiality, that are modelled by such practices as developing 

a 'caring calendar' for staff members in need, have to go far in creating a workplace 

where you know others genuinely care about you as a person. 

Generalizations: Caring for Students 

The ways that principals let students know they care were focussed again on 

knowing them as human beings, on meeting their needs and on listening to them. These 

were seen as ways of connecting to students and developing a relationship built upon 

rnutual respect, dignity and positive expenences. Building on this rapport was seen as a 

healthy b a i s  to any situation and is especially important when you have to discipline the 

student and put in place a consequence related to a behavioural concem. 

Getting to know the students through direct involvement with them was identified 

as being important by seven administrators. Varying ways of accomplishing this 



included: being visible in classrooms, working with small groups of students, taking the 

t e a c h g  responsibility for the kindergarten music program, participating directly in 

school-wide programs of citizenship and social goals, developing a special process to 

welcome students? developing an alternative education program, attending school 

functions and performance events and being there to greet students upon their amval at 

school. 

It was important to nine of ten principals to deal with discipline issues in ways 

that let the student know you continue to care; in ways that each person would leave the 

situation with dignity intact. The importance of listening and seeing an hcident Eom a 

student7s perspective was noted as a way of caring by six principals -- students know you 

care if you address their needs: "they want to be listened to, they want to be heard, they 

want to see things as fair." Assuring the child that you are not out to punish them, but 

instead to problem-solve to correct a situation or to stop bad behaviour is a way to 

address discipline issues that suits the caring mode. Avoiding a confiontation where 

possibIe, but working together through a problem to corne to a resolution was a method 

descnbed by al1 participants who discussed discipline. The message conveyed is that you 

continue to care about the student, to value the student as a person, but you cannot accept 

nor condone the behaviour that is 'out-of-line.' Joan reminds us that it is important to be 

caring but not 'soggy7 -- a clear differentiation between what is realistic and credible in 

dealing with students and what could be seen as being '%O caring that you can't take a 

stand on an issue with a kid and a family or even a teacher." 

It was pointed out by Cathy that "you can't fool kids." Thomas echoed, "1 think 

kids pick up very quickly if it's a genuine interest or not." This was verified by others 



who comrnented that students know if you are genuine or not, they know if you really 

care by your way of treating them, the way you naturally respond to them, if you really 

want to be there with them. 

It might be an extensive mentoring relationship between a staff member and a 

child where caring connections are made throughout the day -- where the child is made to 

feel that his behaviow does make a difference that someone does care about the kind 

of day he has had at school- Taking the time to care about building these caring 

relationships with this small nurnber of 'tough kids' has been seen by Cathy as an 

effective way to comect with these children and to have this connection make a positive 

difference in relationships with their teachers and classrnates. The academic environrnent 

would appear to be e ~ c h e d  for al1 through this foundational hurnan connection 

beginning and ending each day with a one-on-one mentorship with a caring staff  member, 

possibly the principal. 

It might be developing that alternative program that 'makes an incredible 

difference in the lives of kids.' Thomas, who descnbes such a prograrn, sees this as a 

way of caring for these students who have particular needs in the school system and in 

their persona1 lives. He makes mention of the fact that these students are experiencing 

success and it has also removed the disruptive factor of their former negative behaviours 

in a regular classroom. This should lead to an improved academic leaniing environrnent 

for ail. 

Glen identified the practice of hiring caring teachers as a foundational way that he 

can assure the children in his school are cared-for -- if his staff  is made up of caring 



people who love kids, who care for kids, then he has gone a long way to provide the best 

school environment e ~ c h e d  with those day-to-day relationships with teachers who care. 

During rny conversations with al1 ten principals, 1 heard the evidence of actions 

that fit the modelling concept to which Ne1 Noddings refers to as a priority in moral 

education. She emphasizes the fact that children l e m  fiom us how to interact with 

people. I believe that the students in these ten schools have in their environment a leader 

who shows students how to care by caring for hem, not by telling them to care. Role 

models of care would Uiclude: (a) principals themselves who take the time to let students 

know they value their achievement as an individual, and their contributions to the school; 

(b) principals who see it "as no big deal to take the time to go and d o c k  a room for a 

student", seeing this as a time to connect with a student; (c) principals who take the time 

to catch kids doing something right; (d) principals who are "rejuvenated " by five-year- 

olds; (e) principals who believe it is important for students to feel "safe and cared-for 

because she makes the niles" at school, (f) principals who take the time to assure new 

junior high students learn to practise with locks. 

These behaviours must surely foster the type of environment that Noddings would 

recomrnend as one in which teachers and students feel it is legitimate to spend time on 

establishing and maintainhg caring relationships. It is my belief that the focus on social 

issues and the development of human relationships as well as academics, which Noddings 

advocates, would be evident in these schools. 

Participants placed an emphasis on communication and caring interpersonal 

relationships which Beth Young identifies as an approach to leadership which would be a 

welcome change fiom authontarian, remote and patronizing administrative styles 



previously rewardrd. Young sees administrative leaders as having considerable power to 

distribute values in schools - the values as reported by the participants in this study would 

be ones that incorporate effective care and communication. 

Generalizations : Caring for Parents 

Ln reviewing the data gathered from participants as to ways they show parents that 

they care, 1 observe the prevailing importance placed on actively including parents as 

partners in the school system. Common actions noted were: welcoming them to the 

school regularly, keeping them informed, being available on their terms, listening to them 

with respect and conveying the sincere message that what they have in minmon is the 

best interests of their child. 

The respect in dealing with parents as human beings, though not implied as 

explicitly as in dealing with staff and students, was observed in the exarnples given and 

in the emphasis placed on listening to the parents' perspective, especially in dealing with 

sensitive issues surrounding their child. 

The foundational aspect of building relationships, as has been s h o w  throughout 

caring examples cited with reference to s ta f f  and students, was reported in the parental 

relationships as well. Elementary principals mentioned the importance of making 

positive home contacts with parents to show caring and genuine interest in the child they 

share. Principals at al1 levels referred to the significance of inviting parents to school 

events and relating to them in a caring manner - letting them know 'this is their school'. 

Having parents work in the school on staff or as volunteers was mentioned by elementary 

principals. There was an openness to having parents on school cornmittees and to 



working in partnership with parent councils -- this was more apparent at the elementary 

level and with the junior high principals. 

Noted at al1 levels was the special attention given to comrnunicating in an 

individual and ongoing fashion with parents at specid times of need when there was a 

serious concern with a sick or injured child, a family concern or a senous behavioural 

issue. Follow-up teIephone cails or  meetings give the message that genuine care for their 

child exists. Dorothy stated it explicitly in her comment that it gives parents "a powerful 

message that you are not dismissing them to work this out on their own -- that we are in 

this situation together wanting the best for the child. " 

Valuing parents for whom they are and what they have to offer to their child and 

to the school was a way that caring was exemplified at al1 levels. Ways that principals 

respond to the needs of parents Vary with the school community in which they serve. 

Letting a parent know their native language is valued, reaching out to parents by working 

side-by-side at a potluck dinner, providing babysitting services so parents c m  attend a 

parenting class, driving parents and children to appointments and picking the child up to 

be sure they are in school are some specific ways that Cathy rneets needs of parents of her 

students. This does not take away fiom the other ways that she would continue to work 

to build relationships with parents, such as the good news telephone calls and positive 

notes home that are commonly mentioned by elementary principals. It cornes back to the 

importance that is placed on building trust and rapport as a basis for human relationships. 

The circumstances and the specific actions may be different, varying with the school 

community, but the message of respecting and listening to parents was a solid one in ail 

interviews. 



Generalizations: Carinrr for Al1 

Caring ways described and exemplified by ail ten participants in relating to staff 

members, students and parents share common ground in placing importance on the 

genuine, ethical connections the principals make to human beings in their school. 

Developing mutual carhg relationships between people would be seen as basic to 

providing the foundation where the educational process can begin. Modelling, descnbed 

by Fred as the most powerful teaching tool, has a direct influence on the ways that others 

interact in the school environment. Participants agreed that the types of caring 

relationships they develop with teachers, for example, usually have a positive influence 

on how the teachers then relate to students and parents. Noddings would describe this feat 

as reai educationai leadership that "should address itself to bringing out the best in 

teachers and teacher collegiality just as we want teachers to bnng out the best in students" 

(Noddings, 1993, p. 16). 

Leading through example, caring and collaboration, descnbed by Karin Porat as 

effective leadership, was evident in al1 interviews. In her study of women in 

administration, Porat encouraged wornen to value the differences and natural gifts they 

would bring to leadership without yielding to the more aggressive, traditional leadership 

ways that have been valued histoncaily. 1 heard evidence of positive individuai 

personality traits and natural tendencies to be caring, irrespective of gender in the ten 

interviews. My belief that both males and fernales can be role models and caring mentors 

was confirmed by completing this research. 

Taking the time to care was validated by al1 participants. There was no need for 

these principals to justiS this way of leading. Caring appeared to be the naturai way to 



connect to the people they work with on a day-to-day basis. Based on these ten 

participants, there wouid seem to be no apparent need to legitimize these caring qualities 

-- it would seem fiom these conversations that this has already been accepted. 1 believe 

caring exists among these ten principals who were ten of seventeen who chose to respond 

positively to participating in my research, but 1 still question as to whether this can be 

assurned to be seen as valid in al1 educational environments and by society, in general. 

The comrnon caring traits of sensitivity, a willingness to listen, a keen knowledge 

of human nature and the ability to dialogue identified in my review of Iiterature, based on 

the works of Noddings, Sergiovanni and Catherine Marshall were definite assets to 

effective school environments as described by the principals as a whole. The inclusive 

mode of leadership that Helen Regan believes to be effective involves the trends of 

teacher empowerrnent and shared decision making -- again these traits were reported in 

the interviews 1 conducted. 

Although Sergiovanni States that histoncally women may have had to assume 

traditional male-oriented qualities to enter administration, he does encourage the 

development of caring traits of moral cornmitment arnong male and female administrators 

alike. He advocates for al1 the acceptance of traits such as caring about relationships with 

others, caring about teaching and learning, and caring about community building. 1 

believe al1 participants displayed evidence of these traits as they recalled caring ways of 

relating to the various people in their school communities. The mutual sharing of 

responsibility which Sergiovanni describes as the stewardship aspect of leadership was 

displayed as participants spoke of their ways of relating to parents and students and 

teachers alike -- embracing al1 members of the community. 



An important feature of caring relations identified by Ne1 Noddings is genuine 

open-ended dialogue. She sees this rnethod of cornrnunicating as a way to connect to 

each other as we c a r y  on conversations that involve active listening, seeking information 

and making decisions based on people's responses. The participants al1 ernphasized the 

importance of iistening and being cognizant of others' needs in the specific examples 

given to me. I believe their conversations abound with dialogue as defined by Noddings. 

Ten principals identified listening to parents as a way to let them know they care. Nine 

principals identified knowing their staff's needs as a way of being available for those 

important dialogues about family and personal needs. Ten principals identified 

comecting with students as a highlight. 

Generalizations Related To 
Ranking Caring As A Leadership Quality 

M e n  asked to rank the importance of caring as a leadership quality, the 

unanimous response was that it is an important priority, with a caution by one participant 

that the definition must first be clarified. Again there were no notable differences nor 

similarities in principals' responses that could be based on gender or educational level of 

schools. 

There was agreement among eight of ten participants that caring is linked to 

effective hurnan relationships and that caring is a quality that contributes to the 

foundational and "permeating" aspect of human connections. It was generalized that 

other administrative skills could be learned, but that human element of caring had to be 

there first, as a priority. The organizational and managerial tasks are seen as important 

functions of the principals' role but because "the job is so much more than that," being 



genuine and authentic was considered as a high priority. Acknowledging the importance 

of children and their differences was identified as foundational in the educational process 

-- then "we are better able to do our job" to educate children and give them the best 

possible academic foundation. 

The underlying trust and respect necessary to be an effective administrator were 

seen as connected to caring. William described carîng as  "one of those extremely high 

qualities we want. Tmst is right there with it and it works hand in hand." He believes 

that if we don? have caring, kve don? have respect in this human relations business of 

education that we are in "every moment of every day." 

1s caring currently ranked as important by selection tearns who are interviewing 

candidates for administrative positions? This process was mentioned by four participants. 

Glen reported that caring has historically been a top priority in hiring staff in the 

culture of his school division. He emphasized that is why he was hired and that is why he 

is where he is today. 

Thomas described his current selection team who were considering hiring 

qualities for a new administrator in his division. He stated this tearn, looking at bringing 

a new individual into adminis@ation, is a team who has decided a prominent quality must 

be genuine authenticity in vduing children. 

Dorothy expressed concern that the quality of caring would be difficult to assess 

in the interview process, stating that a candidate could easily talk about caring without 

actually being a caring person. 

On the other hand, Mary, who also agreed that caring is a quality that we are 

looking for, stated that importance has not been placed on it in the questioning process. 



She does feel, however, that it has traditionally been threaded through an interview and 

that 'you know in the first minute and a half, something about that person - you feel you 

do just because of the way they present." She agreed with the importance of questioning 

specifically with the caring quality in mind. 

Three principals ranked caring as a high priority among leadership qualities as 

they linked it directly to effective staff relationships. Seeing staff relationships as a 

mutual sewing of needs, being there for each other, was noted by Fred. Anne felt it was 

motivational and morale-building for a staff to work in an environment where they know 

they can take risks. She directly correlated the caïng of the tearn to staff morale. 

William added that whether times are good or tough, if we are caring as individuals, we'll 

still be able to move fonvard and be able to serve students and colleagues. 

It became clear to me in analyzing this section of the interviews that these 

educational leaders validate taking the time to care in allocating importance to this quality 

and its correlation to three topical areas identified as significant issues to examine: trust 

in the school comrnunity, accountability and intrinsic motivation. These men and women 

serve as exarnples to address the need that Thomas Sergiovanni describes as acceptance 

of such leadership qualities as successfül relationships, affiliation, serving others, 

cmpowerment and collegiality. 



Generalizations Related to Caring: 
Gender and Personality Style 

AL1 participants agreed that caring is related to personality styles of the individual. 

Seven principals believe that gender rnay have some influence on caring and on the way 

caring is perceived by others, but still maintain that the predominant influence is 

personality. 

Three female principals commented that initial impressions or beliefs may be 

related to gender and stereotyping. Personality styles rnay be seen as soft or as brisk but 

either way the caring can exist. The person with a softer style rnay be perceived to care 

more than a person with a brisk way about them. Joan claimed that when one stops to 

process that, in particular thinking of the way she and a male colleague rnay be perceived, 

she knows that the caring exists either way. One has to see that it is just a different 

presentation style. The consensus among these three administrators would be that delving 

deeper will lead you to know that caring is related to personality, not gender. 

Five administrators reported that their counterparts and vice principals of either 

gender have been caring people. Reference was made by three principals to the fact that 

they had experience working with caring men and uncaring wornen and that gender 

cannot be assumed to be a factor in caring or uncaring ways. 

Fred linked caring to personality styles with the example of mistaken impressions 

people rnay have of seeing those who have a rigid and structured approach to doing things 

in concrete-sequential fashion being less caring. Again this rnay not necessarily be so, 

but it is the perception that is there. It is the caring actions and the ways you sense other 

people's feelings that are going to make the tnie difference. 



A generalization that could be made is that men and women may tend to function 

differently in the role of principal, but individuals also tend to function differentiy in the 

role, even if they are of the sarne gender. The apparent conclusion would be that it is the 

personality of the individual that determines the actions. 

Thomas stated that he believes that the principal's position has evolved with an 

"emerging breed of school administrators" who include caring as an essentiai quality. He 

believes it is the current trend to view the role of the principai as having rnoved far 

beyond a management role. 

Cathy agreed that society accepts caring in women more easily, but does not agree 

that it has to be that way. She noted that in her particular situation she c m  be firm and 

tough and still be caring; she emphasized that it is important for students to know who is 

in charge either way. 

It is interesting to note that in two cases, participants referred to expectations that 

they believe are placed on principals by others. Expectations fiom staff and fiom society 

are believed to have varied effects. 

Dorothy noted that staff expectations changed dramatically when considering 

what they might expect fiom a female principal as contrasted to what this same staff had 

expected from their former male principal. She observed that staff did not expect the 

male principal to relate with caring conversations, as such, but that in fact, this was 

expected fiom the fernale principal. She reported that staff expectations extended as well 

to what çhe descnbed as 'part of caring' in terms of the dialogue that would occur with 

the female principal whereas it would have been assumed the male wasn't going to be too 

interested or concemed about listening to such concerns. Although her final conclusion 



would be that "it probably doesn't have a whole lot to do with gender", it is those 

appearances by nature that would lead her to believe that gender does play a role in staff 

expectations of their administrator. 

In thinking of society and expectations related to gender, Mark expressed his view 

that it is easier for men to show a range of carhg in the school system because they have 

traditionally had administrative roles. He commented that a woman may be perceived as 

weak and being 'Sust a primary female" if she emotes too much about young children, for 

example. If on the other hand a male principal shows these caring ways with young 

children, it is more sociaily acceptable for him to show this range of caring. He stated 

that women have been forced into seeming tougher and in fact, he thinks they are. 

Women find it harder to show caring because people's view of them in that role is newer. 

They don't want to be viewed as a 'softies' in this new role. He added that neither one 

cares Iess - it's how they express it. 

On the whole, the findings from this research as to exploring the relationship 

between caring and gender and penonality concur with my belief that quality leadership 

is related to individual personality styles. In ail cases, the validation of caring as a 

leadership trait exists arnong men and women. There is no acceptance of the universality 

of women being caring human beings and no acceptance of the universality of men being 

less caring. 

No observations were made as to the effect of an increased number of women in 

administration on this caring role among principals. The valuing of caring as an essential 

trait was linked by one participant to the changing role of the principal based on an 



overall understanding of what the job is about more so than on the influence of a rnove 

toward more of a gender balance in administration. 

For the most part, my findings concur with the predictions made by The 

Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario in 1993, when they stated that 

'-the perception that wornen need to take on traditional male leadership practices in order 

to be successful appears to be receding in importance." 

One exception would be the male principal who felt that it was tougher for 

females to be caring because they were not traditionally seen as leaders - this would 

indicate to me that societal expectations may still affect the roll of piincipais. 

Another exception would be indicated in the case of the female principal who 

believes that society accepts caring more from females than fiom males. She did not see 

this as a barrier, but did observe it in her school. 

In general, no observable differences were noted arnong the participants 

themselves with regard to societal attitudes about gender and caring. It seemed to me 

that al1 principals who participated in my research recognized that an important quality 

for strong leadership is caring, an often selfless concern for others -- the very quality that 

Sybil Shack identified in 1975 as one that females, and society needed to be encouraged 

to reco,pize. Although it would appear that there is still some societal encouragement 

needed to validate caring and to recognize what it means in action, much progress has 

been made as collaborative, caring, collegial administrative styles emerge effective. 

No mention was made by any participant of fernales needing to assume male 

characteristics in order to be effective in leadership. During the i n t e ~ e w  process, this 

did not corne as a surprise to me, but looking back in retrospect, 1 did note that the fact 



that was not an issue among fernale participants was a departure fiom a common thread 

noted in literature I had reviewed. Among the participants in this study, there was a 

definite message fiom al1 ten principals, regardless of gender, that they cared about their 

staff, students and parents in a genuine manner. They placed value on their connections 

to human beings in ways that naturaily exuded fiom their individual personality styles. 

Generalizations Related to 
Organizationai or Societal Barriers to Caring 

When participants were asked to identify organizational or societal barriers to 

caring in an administrative position, they responded with eleven different barriers in all. 

Nine of these eleven barriers identified indicate to me that the administrators had in mind 

the detrimental effects on staff and students. I believe this cornpletes the picture of these 

principals having that caring quaiity of serving the needs of others at the forefiont. When 

the barriers identified were directly related to the effect on teachers, the indirect carryover 

of that effect on students was implied. The two barriers that were identified with 

administrators more directly in mind would seem to be based on caring for colleagues and 

related to caring for staff. 

Barriers that were most directly associated with caring for students were: dealing 

with uncaring or marginal teachers, societal 'hands-off policy, punitive discipline policy, 

limitations to involvement with students and dealing with health and social agencies. 

Barriers that appear to be most directly related to caring for staff were public 

perception of schools and education, provincial expectations, lack of tirne to connect with 

teachers and job-related pressures. 



Barriers that appear to be most directly related to the administrative position itself 

are the lack of feeling valued and the lack of tmst in a new situation. 

The barrier of dealing with uncaring teachers was identified by h e e  male 

principals, two at the elementary level and one at the junior high level. Dealing with 

marginal teachers was identified by a female, elementary principal. Gender and level are 

significant here -- it is difficult to specuiate if this is related to gender and level as the 

particular issue of uncarhg stafY was not addressed with each participant. It is worthy to 

note as it could implicate a need for further study on how administrators deal with this 

issue effectively. In discussing these barriers, the participants each made the cbvious link 

to the effects on students. It is this negative effect of having uncaring teachers relating to 

children that is considered to impede the caring that should be happening with every 

child. The specific examples recalled in each case are a depiction of care for children, 

whether it be: (a) the isolated child left crying on the school steps while others celebrated 

at a school barbecue; (b) the teachers who are determined not to let kids get away with 

anything and thus Say they will "nail them to the wall whenever they screw up"; or (c) 

the teachers who have the "narrow view of the job -- folks that teach at the front of the 

roorn, the kids at their desks, and the textbook in between." 

The principal who spoke most strongly for caring teachers in his school made it 

very clear that the rapport teachers build with students is foundational to the effective 

academic pefiormance that is desired. Glen emphasized that this is so important to him 

that he will not tolerate uncaring teachers in his school. He acknowledges that this may 

not be seen as caring for these teachers, but stated he has been willing to work with them, 

to encourage, to talk, to model, to demonstrate. In some cases, the natural, genuine caring 



is not there and he would feel that the most caring act, for students and teacher, is to have 

that teacher not working in a school environment where caring is a naturai expectation. 

Thomas, another principal for whom dealing with uncaring teachers is the biggest 

challenge, agreed that it is his job as an educational leader to work with them and 

encourage their growth and understanding. He desires to have teachers "care for kids as 

evidenced in the context of their own personalities." He reiterates the fact that al1 caring 

is not 'warm M e s '  -- it is related to individuals and our personalities. What is 

important is that we work towards becorning "increasingly caring communities -- groups 

that are comrnitted to kids." His view is that because we deal with people, we have to be 

realistic and acknowledge that we will have challenges and struggles, but we will 

continue to work towards %e perfect state." 

Anne, who reported that dealing with marginal teachers is a barrier, directly 

related this to its negative effect on students and staff. Credibility with staff and respect 

for students are basic -- she noted this is a situation when being 'the heavy' is the most 

caring way to be for it is then that everyone's best interests are met. Even though she 

would consider this situation of having to dismiss or fire a teacher as a barrier to caring, 

she emphasized that 'there is a caring way to do it' and it is her job to do so. 

The societai 'hands-off policy was identified as a barrier by three principals of 

both genders at varying levels of schools. In al1 cases, the principals realized that it is 

important to be aware of issues around touching, "becorning more visible and more 

informer about touching. Being a more cautious society is not a bad thing especially 

when one considers what has happened regarding child abuse. Although "it doesn't mean 

to care we have to touch," 1 sense that touching still occurs but there is an awareness as to 



being visible and appropriate -- the rustling of hair, putting a hand on a shoulder, open 

doors. An effect is noted, but on the whole, it appears that these p ~ c i p a l s  would agree 

with their colleague who states that it is not pervasive to sternming care. One principal 

who would also admit to being more cautious, would not see a problem with 'allowing' 

teachers to hug kids, for he feels that the parents have faith and confidence in what his 

school cornmunity does as a caring segment of society. 

The issue of dealing with a punitive discipline policy was identified as a definite 

impediment to caring for one p ~ c i p a l  who is currently having to irnplement this new 

draft policy as he relates to students. Fred described the very strict, rigid policy that 

allows no discretion as a loss to the sense of caring. The human comection is gone, so 

the caring is gone. The policy is rigid and tough and inflexible as it does not allow 

consideration for who the children are and what their individual circumstances may be. 

The caring is lost as "kids see themselves as another nurnber and another name -- it 

doesn't matter who they are." 

A bxrier that was identified by one principal is the limitations to our involvement 

in the lives of kids. Thomas shared his hstrations in being limited to the few hours a 

day that we have students at school, having little, if any, influence beyond the bounds of 

the school day. The caring happens at school, which might be "their happiest time of 

day," but it is difficult to consider the tough situations that these kids go home to each 

day. 

Thomas described another similar frustration as he identified dealing with health 

and social agencies as a barrier. This would be associated with the way we are stmctured 

resulting in the fact that " we have three huge and significant organizations that are 



involved in the lives of people and we don't always work together well." Some children 

have a lot of support in place, but still "nobody's reaily got a handle on it." 

Three principals, of both genders and at different levels of schools, identified the 

way the public perceives schools and education as a banier to caring. Although the 

perception that public schools are not being effective may not even be related to parental 

satisfaction with their own school, it does still affect the way you may deai with a 

discipline issue. Anne, who identified this as a barrier, knows frorn a survey that the 

parents in her cornmunity believe the school is caring and wondefil, but may still 

identify. for exarnple, that 'too much bullying' is a concem. She stated that this 

perception is more related to what the public sees as a problem than ro what is an actual 

problem in the school, but it still cap have an effect in your school environment. 

One principal would see standard overall high expectations from the public as a 

deterrent to caring, because these high expectations "lose sight of who we are working 

for." William agreed that high expectations of schools is a good thing for our education 

system, but noted that we must remember to keep in mind that school cornrnunities and 

their needs c m  be very different from each other. Consideration and understanding must 

to be given to the fact that those students with high social and emotional needs must have 

those needs met in order to work towards the academic needs related to high performance 

expectations. 

The way the public views the school principal as someone who would just "tell 

that teacher to do that7' can impede caring because to do so, which was given as an 

example of a public assumption, would be contrary to providing that environment of 

support that you want to çreate for everyone. 



Provincial expectations were identified as organizational barriers in that some of 

these directions do not blend with caring for kids. Pressures on teachers to have their 

students perform to provincial standards c m  be difficult to bear. One principal felt that 

teachers will work hard to meet provincial standards, but at the sarne time they are the 

ones who know the kids and know the type of programming best suited and adapted to 

meet their individual needs. Another pnncipal cornrnented that even though these can be 

additionai stress-filled times. there are ways to work around them letting teachers know 

you care by pulling together as a school tearn. 

Lack of time to communicate to teachers was identified as a barrier by one 

principal. The resulting negative effect that this can have on the rapport and the feelings 

of teachers can impede the caring environment you want to create. Recalling a discipline 

issue as an example, Joan described the difficulty of finding a balance between being 

respecthl of teachers' time and wanting to dialogue with the teacher so that there is a 

clear understanding of the process you are going through with the child. Without this 

dialogue, a situation can result where the teacher doesn't really understand your 

perspective and what your plans are for the child. 

Job-related pressures that administrators may feel can affect the caring ways they 

relate to others. This was seen as a barrier by one principal who shared that "it's much 

harder to be carîng towards others when you, yourself are feeling pressured and tired and 

ovenvhelmed." 

The lack of feeling valued as an adrninistrator can impede caring, according to one 

principal, because this could affect the way one cares about the whole system and other 

people in the system. 



The lack of trust in a new administrator in a new school can be a barrier to caring. 

Caring gestures towards staff can be misconstrued as 'brownie points' until the trust and 

respect you wish to create is present. 

In considering the barriers overall, it appeared that no barrier would seem to deter 

any one of the participants 1 interviewed fiom inherently caring as they go about their 

daily activities. Ln the majority of cases, with the one exception of dealing with uncaring 

teachers, these issues did not arise, nor were alluded to, until the principals were 

specifically asked to identify such. There was no apparent suggestion that the act of 

caring was a difficult task or a troublesome p a  of the administrative role. What did 

prevail was the inherent personality trait of caring that provided a given foundational 

perspective in dealing with any human being. This observation speaks strongly for the 

genuine, ethical and natural caring that I believe is a central aspect of these individual 

personalities and their administrative positions. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSION 

Limitations 

My conclusions may be Iimited in that the sample of ten adrninistrators is a small 

representation of the total population of practising adrninistrators is a minute 

representation of al1 populations that are included in a school community. 

A question with regard to tliis [imitation is to consider if the sample of 

participants uuly represented al1 current principals in the city. The selection was random 

in that seventeen narnes were chosen fiom a list of over two hundred potential 

participants. There was a degree of self-selection in that the participants could choose to 

participate or not. From the seventeen letters of invitation which 1 mailed, there were 

seven principals who did not respond. Certainly, I realize there are many reasons why an 

individual would not respond to a research request and, in fact, my original thought was 

that 1 would have had to do a much larger mailing in order to have ten candidates willing 

to participate. The ten principals who did respond appear to be caring adrninistrators 

whose beliefs and exarnples are in alignrnent with what 1 believe is ided in terms of 

caring school environments. 1 question if the seven who did not respond to the invitation 

would also have been as demonstrative given their participation been possible. 

My sample was limited to principals as 1 chose to use the most current available 

listing of adrninistrators based on 1997-98 information fiom Manitoba Education. Vice- 

principals were not named in rhis list, thus 1 was unable to include them in rny sarnpling 

as no identification was available in conjunction with this inclusive list of schools and 

principals. 



This study is limited to gaining administrative views of caring as principals 

believe it exists in their schools. Information gathered then is subjective as the 

participants are reporting the caring from their perspective. A more objective view of 

caring could be obtained by extending this study to include as participants the recipients 

of care -- a sampling of students, parents and staff members to note the correlation of 

views as to the way they perceive administrative caring actions and the resulting effects 

on al1 hurnan beings in the environment. 

The interview questions may have been limiting in that the focus was on the 

administrator being the giver of care and students, staff and parents being the recipients of 

care. Additional questions that would have explored ways that administrators see 

themselves as recipients of care would have added another perspective to this study. 

Implications 

Based on the analysis and interpretation of data gathered from these interviews, 

the generalizations 1 have drawn are conclusive in validating that caring is a highly valued 

leadership quality, which is central to establishing human relationships in the educational 

settings. Significant evidence supports my proposa1 originally based on personal beliefs, 

experiences and literature review. As a result of my research, this study has become the 

views and practise of many. It is based on what other administrators value, practise and 

exempli@, in contrast to the limiting espousal of my personal beliefs and subjective 

examples. 

From the perspective of the ten participants in this study, ways to care for staff, 

students and parents were readily identified. Specific exarnples of caring hurnan 

relationships were provided in abundance with a common ernphasis on the value of 



knowing individuals, respecting them, valuing their actions, and developing mutual 

uvsting bonds. The cornmonalties noted among al1 participants were surprising to me, 

given the fact that gender and school levels were the two variables used in stratibng the 

sample of candidates selected. 1 believe that this fact makes the study al1 the more 

valuable for it questions the stereotypical comments with regard to elementary educators 

being more caring than secondary educators and fernale educators being more caring than 

male educators. 

uiformation was gained fiom the ten principals as to the way they rank caring as a 

leadership quality. It can be concluded that it is a characteristic considered to be a high 

priority among these participants for they shared cornmon views as to its foundational 

aspect and effect on staff relationships. 

Participants agreed generaily that although gender can be a factor in the way that 

caring rnay be perceived and may be expected, the decisive factor in caring is individual 

personality style. 

Eleven various organizational and societal barriers to caring in an administrative 

'position were identified among the principals interviewed. The most cornrnon ones 

identified were dealing with uncaring or marginal teachers, the societal 'hands-off policy 

and the public perception of schools and education. 

1 hope this study is influential in encouraging others to regard education as a 

caring profession. It is crucial for students entering the teaching profession to hear and to 

see and to feel that in order to be an effective educator a most important quality has to be 

that you care about children. Having the inherent tendency to care for others and to 



develop relationships built on trust and respect must be valued as traits in recmiting and 

educating new teachers. 

The whole picture of what caring means and how it must be central to al1 you do 

in your work with children, colleagues and parents must be shared, complete with 

illustrative and inspiring examples to clearly convey this message. Two personal goals 

which 1 shall pursue are to capture the excitement and the caring that 1 was exposed to 

during my research and to share these experiences with others. 

The central aspect of caring connections in the school community is a 

motivationai message that current administrators must hear nom time to time. It is too 

easy to be so busy attending to managerial tasks that one can forget to take time for the 

most important aspect of administration -- caring for the people in a whole school 

comrnunity. Without these caring human relationships, the effect of an educational leader 

is surely lessened. This study broadened my view of caring as it happens today in schools 

of varied levels with administrators of both genders. Having had the opportunity to 

explore this concept with exemplars in the field, new insights into caring were 

inspirational to me, reiterating the belief that taking the time to care as a school 

administrator is central to creating an effective learning environment. Illustrative 

exarnples of effective caring relationships and ways to 'Yake the time to care" would be a 

professional development oppomuiity for administrators well worth exploring. 

The organizational and societal barriers identified by principals indicate areas 

where work can be done together to eliminate impediments to caring. This could be an 

area of professional development to explore with administrators as well. How to deai 

effectively with uncaring teachers could be one such topic. It becomes obvious that we 



cannot assume al1 current educators care. Meeting together to discuss ways that 

colleagues work with their staff to develop caring connections and, in turn, encourage 

them to work with students and parents using the same mode1 could lead to a more 

effective educational environment. 

Identifying other barriers to caring leadership on a local scale could be helpfùl in 

leading to meaningful professional development activities with a focus on the concerns at 

hand- 

The sharing of ideas and techniques -- and the caring for colleagues -- is crucial 

to educators in al1 roles. We c m  al1 continue to Leam. We are al1 human. We can al1 feel 

the genuine, ethical connection of someone who cares. To quote Ne1 Noddings, (1995, p. 

368): 'There is nothing mushy about caring. It is the strong, resilient backbone of human 

life." 
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Appendk A 

Letîer of Invitation and Consent to Poten fial Participant 

184 Point West Drive 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
EUT 5H7 
April, 1998 

Dear 

As a graduate student at the University of Manitoba, 1 am currently conducting 
research for my thesis requirement for the Master's Degree in Education. n i e  title of my 
study is Caring as a Central Aspect of Administration in Education. 

1 wish to examine the belief that educationd leaders are most effective when they 
value the establishment of schools as caring cornrnunities of students, staff, parents and 
community members. My research will involve interviewing curent school 
administrators with a focus on their beiiefs as to effective leadership qualities and their 
views as to the foundational aspects of 'caring7. 

To select interview participants, I have randornly chosen ten administrators fiom 
schools in the city of Winnipeg. 1 have stratified my selection process to be certain that 
my random sarnple includes administrators of both genders fZom various levels of 
schools. 

1 invite you to be a participant in my study. For your information, 1 have attached 
the set of interview questions which will be standard for al1 ten participants. The research 
process will involve a personal interview during which time 1 will tape record our 
conversation. 1 shall transcribe and analyze your data, provide you with this analysis and 
invite you for a second interview, by telephone or in person, to v e n e  my interpretation 
of our interview conversation. 1 estimate the time cornmitment for the interviews to be 
two hours for the initial session and one hour for the debrïefmg session. 

A11 information s h e d  will be anonymous. Confidentiality is assured. Your 
narne and any identiSing indicators will not be recorded or shared in any context at any 
time. Audio tapes will be destroyed when the data documentation is complete. 

You may withdraw from the study at any time. 

Upon completion of my research project, 1 shall be happy to share a summary of 
the results if you so desire. 

If you have any questions about this study, you may contact me at 261-8921 or 
275-7670 or my advisor, Dr. J. A. Riffel, at 474-9075. 



If you are willing to participate in my snidy, please sign the consent form below 
and return it to me in the enclosed starnped, self-addressed envelope or please telephone 
me to indicate your decision. If you agree to participate, we will arrange an interview at a 
time and location convenient to you. 

Elaine Hansen 

1, , am willing to be a participant in the study of research as 
described in the letter above. Information gathered fiom the interview process may be 
reported anonymously in the thesis identified by Elaine H a s e n  as Cning as a Central 
Aspect of Educational A dminis~ution. 

Signature of Participant: 

Date: 



Interview Questions 

In reviewing current literature on caring and administration, 1 have concluded that 
caring is a complex concept which can change according to the situation and 
individuals involved. For the purpose of this study which focuses on human 
relationships, I have defined caring as a genuine. ethical connecfion or encounier 
between m o  human beings -- one who is the giver of care and one who is the 
recipient of care. Based on this operational definition of caring, as an administrator, 
what are some strategies you have used to show s t a  students, parents, and 
comrnunity members that you care? 

2. In considering leadership qualities, how do you rank the importance of caring in a 
school administrative position? 

3. What are sorne organizational or societal barriers to caring in an administrative 
position? 



Leîter to Accompany Transcrîpt and Data Anabsis 

184 Point West Drive 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3T 5H7 
May, 1998 

Dear 

Thank you for participating in the research study related to my thesis for the 
Master's Degree in Education at the University of Manitoba. 

I have now completed al1 interviews and have transcnbed and analyzed the data 
from each. Enclosed is the transcript and data anaiysis fkom your interview. 

Please review this information and contact me at 26 1-892 1 or 275-7670 to arrange 
a time for a second interview to edit and revise as you feel is necessary. This debriefing 
session may be by telephone or in person and will be arranged at your convenience. 

1 appreciate your most valuable contribution of sharing thoughts, educational 
views and time. Upon completion of my research project, 1 shall be happy to share a 
s u m q  of my results if you are interested. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Hansen 




